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ALBUQUERQUE,
molten metal was. a foot deep, and
from there gradually diminished until
in the street it was a thin layer.
Fourteen were killed by an explosion at the same plant a few months
ago, anti three died from a second ex-
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Cow'h Tell Kills Man.
Blnghamton, N. Y., Aug. 21. A
blow from a cow's tail last night
caused the death of William A. Wells,
of Newark Valley. Mr. Wells was
milking, when thi cow switched her
tall, striking him on the forehead.
Apoplexy developed and death' stmn TRIBESMEN
followed.

Friend and Foe of Administration Public Land Policy to
Defend Their Respective Positions from Rostrum,
PINCHOT LEADS FORCES

Noted Men Take

Sides on the
Question of Vital Importance

to Stockmen and Food Growers of Great West,

E

Sacramento, Aug. 21. The National
Irrigation congress, which will be
held In thin city September 7 next,
promises to be the scene of some of
the liveliest debutes in recent history.
The management
has practically
challenged both the supporters ami
the opponents of what Is known as
the administration policies with reference to the public land to defer their
respective positions on the rostrum
here.
The question of how far the national government should go in the
control of the public lands Is recognised us one of the leading questions
before the American people, and the
Irrigation congress management wants
these discussed because It proposens
that this shall be a real live,
Issues. During the last two or
three weeks letters and telegrams
have been sent from the headquarters In this city to men who are especially prominent and whose participation would make this a debate of
national Importance. Glfford Pinchot,
United States forester, has responded
with the assertion that he will come
prepared to debate with any man, the
government's forest policy. Among
others who have been Invited to Interest themselves, either by participating
In person or by seeing to It that the
Issue is properly presented here, are
United States Senator Burkett of Nebraska. Governor FrsnU of Oklahoma.
Senator Warren of Wyoming, Senator
Ij Follelte of Wisconsin, Senator
Spooner of Wisconsin. Senator Nelson Minnesota, and Murdo Mackenzie,
president of the American Live Stock
association, of Colorado,
Among the opponents of administration policies who have been addressed In the matter are United
States Senator Heyburn of Idaho,
Governor Brooks of Wyoming. Congressman Mondell of Wyoming, Governor Huehtel of Colorado, Congressman Cushninn of Washington, Senator Clark of Wyoming, Senator Fulton
of Oregon, Senator Patterson of Colorado, Senator Cartur of Montana, and
Or. J. M. Wilson .of the American
Wool Growers' association of Wyoming.
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Victims All Poor Foreigners
Slum District; Precautions to
Prevent the Spread of the
Disease,

In

,

San Francisco, Aug. 21. Five case
of bubonic plugut, four of which have
resulted In death, have been reported
to the health department within the
last week, it was learned today. The
patients, with one exception, were of
the poorer class of foreigners, dwelling in the neighborhood of Chinatown.
Tho exception was a foreign sailor
Prompt
from a coastwise') steamer.
represssive meusures were taken by
city, state and federal officers, and a
spread of the disease Is not feared.
President Jules A. Sumon of the
city health board and James T. Wat-kin- s
said today that the situation was
well In hand and there was no occasion for alarm.
The Infested steamer was ordered
Into quarantine with her passengers,
and will remain secluded until released by the health department. The
two shacks Inhabited by the other patients were fumigated, locked up and
sealed. Tho bodies of two Mexicans,
an Italian and a Busslan Pole, who
succumbed, were destroyed In quicklime.
A

Ornnlia, Aug. 21. A general striko
of the Burof operators and a He-u- p
lington railroad system are threatened
by the Order Of Hallway Teleg.-uphe-i- i
unless that railroad Immediately reinstates a striking Western Unl n operator who found work at the Hut'lng-to- n
when the strike came, but hai
clnre been discharged because he was
a striker, the operators claim.
The
matter Is now before the grand o'fl-ceof the telegraphers' union, with
a request that the men be permitted
to sirlke all over the system.
The mil load company is flrm'.v
to reinstate the operator, and
the telegraphers say They will strike
If he is not placed back at work Im',
mediately.
The striker who figures In the rase
worked In the Omaha office of :lie
Western Union and was one of ;he
first to strike. Several days H:er he
went to work at the liurllngton office, and last night was discharge!,
liurllngton official mi y the discharge
was for Incompetency.
The strike leaders make the charge
that he wns "fired" at the request of
the Western Union. The execut've
committee of the strikers Immediately
called on the railroad and demande:!
This wat
the striker's reinstatement.
refused, and the national officers
have been asked to call a strike on tin
Burlington, where the operators1 are
particularly well organized and an
which the men are reported as anxious to Join the strikers.
'
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QUARTER OF A MILLION

Tangier, Aug. 21. Official reports
here from Casa Blanca show
that a serious condition of affairs still
exists there. .The region around Cusa
Hlatica Is swarming with thousands of
fanatical tribesmen. Arabs, mounted
on superb
horses, are constantly
swooping down on the French forces,
but are never able to drive their attacks home against the withering fire
of the rifles and machine guns of the
Kuropean soldiers.
The reckless courage of these tribesmen is evidenced by the manner In
which they return the onslaught.
Aside from the trouble at Casa
Blanca 'the situation seems to be a
threatening one down the coast. In
two wireless dispatches dated Tuesday night Admiral Phillbert, commanding the second French naval division, reports uttacks Monday night
Tuesday afternoon
and
at Casa
Blanca. The latter, which the admiral
describes as heavy, Vas repulsed with
great brilliancy. Two of the French
force were wounded.
The admiral
also reports that many horsemen are
approaching the coast at Mazagan and
that the city of Mazagan Is threatened. Cruisers have been sent to Saf-fi- s
and Magador, from which the admiral awaits news.
Calm reigns at Rabat, where yesterday it was reported that the derv-Ishewere preaching a holy war and
demanding
the
extermination of
Christian and Jew.
No advices have been received of
the movements of the Bandit Ralsull,
who at last reports was said to be
facing a strong force of the sultan's
troops. Sir Harry Maclean Is said to
be still a prisoner In the hands of the
lord of the Ben Iarous tribesmen.
received

Mo-reng- o,

home.

Morengo's present strength assumes
all the greater importance since the
German forces in southwest Africa
have not for two years encountered so
large a band, and It Is feared that the
rebel chief will give them long and
tedious work In the mountainous region of the southern part of the colony.
It Is assumed that the work of
bringing back the German troops from
south Africa which has been going on
for about six months, will forthwith
be discontinued.

STEAMER REACHES PORT
WITH CAPTAIN DEAD
School oí Sharks Follows
Ship anil Chinese Sailor Drops
Dead.
Aug.

The

British

New York,
New Caledonia, came Into quarantine yesterday
In command of her chief officer, her
captain having died when four days
out from Montevideo. Soon after
leaving the latter port the Strathford
got Into a heavy seaway, and as Cap- descend
Italn U E. Mudlo was about to ana
ten
the companlonway. ho slipped
headlong to the bottom, receiving Indied
ternal Injuries from which he burthree days later. The body was
21.

steamer Strathford, from

led

at

sea.
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American league.
At Detroit Detroit, 4: Boston, B.
At St. Louis St. Louis, 3; New
York 4.
National IiCngue.
ChiAt New York New York,

cago,

IN

COIN CARRIED

OFF

TO

4.

Guardian of Wealth-IPhilaFEDERATION BOYCOTT
Strike Does Not Justify Susdelphia Hospital Suffering
Manufacturers'
Association
President
pension of Operations Debraska State Line, While the From Bullet Wound Received
Injunction IVoni
Court.
clares Montana Judge in IsMail Clerks Peacefully Slept.
In Scuffle,
suing Writ of Mandamus,
Washington, Aug. 21. .lames W.
s

Chicago, Aug. 21. The local police
are working on a clue in connection
with the mail robbery
of $250,000
Sunday night. The robbery occurred,
the police believe, while the mail
clerks were asleep, at a point in Colorado Just west of the Nebraska state
line.

Superintendent

Butler, of the railbelieves that some
person entered the car and threw
three mail sacks out of the window.
The robbery Is thought to have occurred while the train wus passing
over one of the long stretches of
track In which there are few staway moll service,

tions.
Seven sacks of registered mall were
placed on the Kansas City train leaving Denver Sunday night. When the
train reached Oakford, Neb., the
transfer point, two of these sacks
were missing. It Ih said that
e
officials have- all been warned
against giving out any facts In connection with the robbery.
The Chicago police are said to be
shadowing a man known to be an intermediary of thieves, and to whom it
Is said a suspiciously bulky package of
registered matter was mulled from an
obscure town on the Burlington road
post-offic-

near Denver shortly
bery,

FUE

after the

nil

rob-

Philadelphia. Pa., Aug. 21. Paymaster Hicks of the Shuums and
Textile Manufacturing companv
was held up this afternoon by three
highwaymen. The bandits secured a
satchel containing $,000 which the
paymaster carried. There were many
people on the street In the vicinity of
the scene of the robbery and a crowd
immediately started In pursuit. One
of the men was captured after several
shots hud been tired ut him by a p
liceman who had joined the pursuers.
The other two men, with the
ntaining
the money, made good
their escape. Hicks, the victim of the
robbery, is in the hospital, suffering
from a bullet wound In the arm,, received In the scuflle with the robber.
er

handbag-co-

l'ever Abates In Culm.
Havana, Aug. 21. No further cases
of yellow fever have been reported at
CienfuegoH. and all the soldiers suffering from the disease are doing well.
The report that another band of
armed Insurrectos had appeared in the
province of Santa Clara proves to be
unt rue.

Samuel Gompors and oilier officials
of the American Federation of Labor
from using the boycott and the
"unfair" and "We don't patronize" lists against bis firm in St. Louis
or against other firms and Individuals.
The case Is in the nature of a test
suit uud is regarded as highly Important.

PORTLAND BANK
CLOSESJIOORS

Inability to Realize on Securities the Cause Assigned for
Kaiser Pardons Prince.
Vienna, Aug. 21. According to a
Closing an Institution With
story published In the None Freie
Prosse the kaiser has pardoned Prlpce
Joachim Albrecht, of Prussia, who
$3,000,000 Deposits,
was banished to the German possession In southwest Africa in order to

ME

IIEIABLE,
DECLARED
CONSUMERS

WARNED

TO LAY IN

Take Up Insolent Challenge
of Wife Murderer, '
Tucson, Ariz., Aug. 21. "Come and
take me If you can. I have my gun
and am ready for you. I will kill you
like a dog If I ever lay my eyes on
you. Why don't you try to take me?"
This was the message that Glen
Scott, deputy sheriff of Graham county, received two weeks ago from Juan
Tonce, a desperado who is badly wanted In Morencl for the shooting of his
wife. This morning, armed
to the
teeth, Scott and Deputy Sheriff AlMungia
berto
started for Silver Bell,
where have learned the desperado is
in hiding.
So insulting was the letter Scott received from the murderous outlaw
that he determined to personally capture the desperado. Usually he would
have turned the matter over to the authorities of Pima county, but In this
Instance he came all the distance from
Morencl to meet face to face the man
who dares him to a battle
to the
death.
Scott Is a typical western deputy.
He Is considerably
over six feet In
height and Is known as a perfectly
fearless man. There hud been- bad
; blood between him and the desperado
nerore me muer comniuieu nis laiesi
crime. After Tonce shot his wife,
Scott was particularly active In his efforts to capture him. Through friends
the desperado heard of this and mailed Scott the Insulting letter, culling
the sheriff many names and daring
him to fight.
Two days Scott was given a tip that
Tonce was In hiding at Silver Bell.
The deputy, with Alberto Mungia, another Graham county deputy. Immediately started for Tucson. They arrived here yesterday afternoon, and
after conferring with the local sheriff's office, started for Silver Bell this
morning. Both men are armed with
rifles and revolvers and expect a desperate battle. They are expected to
arrive In Silver Bell at about 2 o'clock
this afternoon.
While here Scolt was very anxious
to escape reporters. To friends, however, he said that he would take no
chances In arresting Tonce. Scott desired to get Tonce all alone, but was
advised, and practically ordered, to
take Mungia with him In order to
make more certain of tho capture of
the crlmlnnl.
Tortee has a long criminal record,
and Is said to have killed several
men. Ills most recent exploit was the
shooting of his wife, a crime so brutal
that lynching was threatened If the
man was caught.
In a fit of fury
at the woman Tonce drew his revolver
through
shot
her
the face. For
and
several weeks It was expected that she
would die, but she finally recovered,
although horribly disfigured. This
last crime was committed In Morencl
about three months ago, and through
the uld of friends Tonce escaped and
was not heard of again until Scott re
ceived the letter daring him to fight.

'

SUPPLY NOW

Import Fuel From Far Away
Australia.
.

' Omaha, Neb.,
Aug. 21. The scarcity of lubor has reached such an
acute stage that the llarrimun roads
have been compelled to curtail much
of the coal mining in the properties
along their lines. With nn abundance
of coal In their mines the rullroad
system hiut been forced to the expediency of Importing coal from Australia.
Contracta have been mude with Illinois operators to deliver two thousand
tons weekly at Garfield, t'tah. This
coal Is purchased at a uniform price
of $1 per ton which, when added to
the $7 per ton freight, makes It an
exceedingly expensive fuel. It Is sal. I
that Japanese coul miners employed
In the mines of tho Union Pacllle are
eurnlng as high as $170 per month
and wages promise to go even higher
than this figure.
The Union Pacific. Is urging fuel
dealers and private consumers to lay
in supplies In order to anticipate the
serious famine which Is almost certain to follow the advent of cold
weather.
The railroad
Itself ha
stored up two million tons more than
usual In anticipation of the expected
shortage.

separate him from the Baroness

Portland, Ore., Aug. 21. The Portland Trust and Savings bank did not
open for business today. The notice
of the bank's suspension, which wus
posted bv onler of the board of directors, announced that the bank was
closed bi'cause of Its inability to reallCiiiiieer Killed by Bear.
ize on Its securities.
An order of the
Ogden.
Aug. 21. James circuit court was the Immediate cause
t'tah,
n
pas- of the closing of the bank. The hank
Chapman, one of the
senger engineers on the Union Pa- was capitalized at $100,000. Ten days
cific railway, was killed yesterday by ago Its deposits amounted
to about
a bear near F.vanston, Wyo.
three million dollars,
The other
Chapman formerly lived here, but banks of the city. It is said, refused
he had moved to F.vanstou.
He was to aid the Institution to tide over the
with a parly of friends yesterday ( rlsls in lt,s affairs.
away
camping out iuid wandered
from
the others. He was missed and when
search was made for him his body was
found in u thicket. His face and neck
bad been badly clawed by the bear.
Death had resulted from the severing of one of thefarterles In the neck.
Tracks of the bear were all about the
spot, but the animal had disappeared.
who Is better known us Marie Sulzt r, an actress, whom the prince
intended to marry. It is stated the
prime will return to Berlin uud be reinstated In the army.

IS ASSURED

EDDY

TTLED

OUT OFCOURT

There wns a most Interesting

nt

mini

Koenlgsberg, Prussia, Aug. 24. A
boat accident on the rlvt-- r I'ragel
resulted In the drowning of nine
men, all members of the engineer
corps of the army. The boat, with
seventeen engineers aboard, was being
towed by a steamer when It turned
over. The men who lost their lives
were nil good swimmers, but the current was too strong for them.
to-d-

HOODOO
.

Wrccki--

FOLLOWS
WILLIAM J. BRYAN
for Fourth Time on

Ita

Journey lo Kocbforrf, Ills.
Chicago. Aug. 21. William J. Bryan was shaken up this morning In a
railroad wreck on the Chicago and
Northwestern railroad near Helvldere,
Ills. This Is the fourth
time Mr.
Bryan has been wrecked on bis various lournevs to address the Chautau
qua gathering at Itockford. Ills. The
wreck was caused hy the litucgage car
taking an open switch. Three day
coaches were derailed. The passengers were severely shaken tip but no
one wss so seriously Injured as to
prevent hla resuming his journey,

Announcement Made at Fair
Meeting Last Night that Fully $20,000 Is Being Spent
This Year,
meet-

Next Friends Decide
Further Proceedings Promise
Little Profit and Announce carnival.
As a result of the meeting tha final
Withdrawal of Action,
contract was entered with tho man

DIE III

HOKE SMITH SUSPENDS
RAILROAD COMMISSIONER

agement of "Fighting the Flames,"
the spectacular attraction secured by
Mr. Hubbs. Tills Is without doubt
tho biggest thing ever brought to a
fair. It covers 300x200 feet of ground,
carries 125 men, besides a street car,
automobile, two lire steamers, a hook
i. ml bidder truck, a patrol wagon, and
a full Hedged four-stor- y
building. The
ralr olllcers are already making arrangements for a plot of ground In
the down town district for "Fighting
the Flames." A special grand aland
will be erected to accommodate l,fiOU
spectators and a high board fence will
be built around the tract selected.
In the event that any unlooked-fo- r
hitch occurs In bringing this huge
spectacle here, the Parker carnlv.il
company Is very anxious to reopen
negotiations with the fair- - manage
ment.
Fair One Big Carnival.
The manager and secretary were In
structed last night to secure all the
Independent attractions, street shows,
etc,, possible, the Idea being to get
together it hunch of them that will far
outshine uny one carnival company
n the road.
Nine or ten such shows
have n trendy been practically assured.
It Is tho present plan, a plan dis
cussed at sonie length last night, to
wind up the carnival with a grand
the
mask ball In the' "Fighting
Flames" grounds on the Inst night of
the fair, Saturday night, with paid
admissions and the biggest time on

Atlanta. On.. Aug. 21. Governor
Hoke Smith has Issued an order to
take effect Immediately, suspending
from ofllce Bailroad Commissioner
John Brown. S. G. McLeiinnn is appointed to till the vacancy created by
the removal of Commissioner Brown.
The ,irder glvei no reason for the removal beyond citing the sectiongov-of record.
I'alr lo Co 920.00(1.
the code which confers on the
Secretary Htnmm made a concise
ernor the authority to suspend a commissioner who fallH to meet the de- and complete report of the financial
condition of the fair hist night, show
mand of tho ofllce.
ing exactly how far the association
can go In securing further attractions
and showing that this year 120,000 or
from 15,000 to $7.000 more than the
bay in
record will be spent on the fair. Already n program has been assured
which will make the full celebration
Aug.
21.
V.,
The
Bay,
N.
one lung lo be remembered In the
Ovster
naval yacht Maytlower with President territory. Mr. Stamm's report showed
Itoosevelt and his party on hoard the ofticers just exactly where they
(dropped anchor In Oyster Bay this at stand financially and showed that tho
ternoon at f o'clock. The presidential fair program Is now practically
in
party whs detained on board for some shape.
prerainfall which
time by the
The meeting was largely attended
vailed when the vessel arrived. Winn and wus full of enthusiasm and husover
Mr.
Uousevell
the hnwer whs
illos. At present the prospect ure exand went tremely rosy.
and hla

presidentIeaches
oyster
rain

.
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PENALTY FOR FAILURE

Company in Vain Pleads Inability to Secure Help Which the
Court Holds Is Merely Question of Remuneration,
Helena,
Beach

Mont.,

Aug.

Judg

21.

the district court today' Issued a writ of mandamus to compel
the Uocky Mountain Bell Telephone
company, whoso operators are on
strike ,to resume operations. He de
clared that the company had a duty to
perform, and that service miwt be resumed. He said that he would nun- Ish any one who attempted to Interfere with the lines, but tho mere fact
that one person persuades another not
.to work and no threats or force are
used, does not justify the company In
refusing to do Its duty to the public.
adding that the company must oper
ate us lines or forieit Its franchise. It
was immaterial what It cost to operate
its lines, was the reply to the statement of counsel that the company had
not succeeded In securing help. Judge
Bach said he knew the company could
get ali the assistance needed If satisfactory remuneration were held out.
General Manager Murray of the tele
phone company said he was preparing to begin damage
suits against,
persons who had Interfered with the
business of the company and that
more injunction suits would be tiled.
In

l

I

MHAHG

S

TO SANTA FE

FOR

ing last night over Zrlger's cafe of the
ofticers, executive committee and advisory board of the twenty-sevent- h
fair, the chief feature of the meeting
being the report of Manager Jay A.
Hubbs, who has Just returned
from
Denver and Wyoming, where, he
booked Romo big specialties for the

So-Call- ed

FRANCHISE FORFEITURE

FLAMES"

Itailrontl Heroes Avert Disaster.
Corry, Pa., Aug. 21. The bravery
of an Erie rullroad crew this morning
saved two freight trains from destrucTHE FAIR
tion bv fire. An eastliound train was
derailed at Caleron and caught fire,
on the next track stood a train of
gasoline cars with the flumes all about
them. The engine was backed Into
them ami they were drawn out of MANAGEMENT CONTRACTS
reach of the fire.
An explosion was expected at any
FOR HUGE NOVELTY
moment. A half doen other cars
Were destroyed but the gasoline did
not explode.

Concord. N. II., Aug. 21. Tho suit
by the
In equity brought
next friends of Mrs. Mary Baker G.
Kddy, seeking for an accounting of
the property of the aged leader of the
Christian Science church, was withdrawn today as the result of an iigree-mereached out oLcourt.
Immediately uft,er the opening of
court today former Senator William
counsel for the next
K. Chandler,
BOAT
friends, filed a motion for the dismissal of the suit. He said that there
were many reasons for tins action, but
the principal one was the unprofitof any Immediate decision In
German Army Engineers, All ableness
favor of his clients upon the exact Isns now frumed, compared with
Expert Swimmers, Drowned sues
its burdens ami disadvantage to be
endured by the "next friends" both
In Swift Flowing River,
before and after such decision,

IK III

Su-;rci-

Van Cleave, president of the National
Association of Manufacturers, and
himself a manufacturer of St. Louis,
in the sunrenie court of the District
of Columbia, today filed suit to enjoin

"FIGHTING

BY OUTLAW

RESUME

Western league.
At Omaha Omaha, 2; Lincoln,

ASKS COURT BAN ON

Robbery, Police Believe, Occurred at Lonely Point Near Ne-

HURLED FORTH

Soon after the captain died a school
of sharks followed the steamer, causing much annoyance to a number of
Chinese seamen. The presence of the
fish had a bad effect on one Mongolian, who actually fretted himself to
STREET IN PITTSBUh. death,
and was burled within ten
hours after the cnptaln died. Several
days later another Chinaman In the
F.arly this forecastle, who wns unable to live
Pittsburg, Aug. 21.
morning tin explosion at the Bono without opium, was consigned to the
furnace of the Jones A LuughlliiH sea.
Steel company, sent a stream of molten lead In'o Second avenue.
Adirondack Woods Ablnxe.
Fortunately no one was Injured, but
Glens Falls, N. V.. Aug 21. As a
had tire stream taken an opposite result of the continued dry weather
course forty men would have been
disastrous forest fires are raging In
the Adirondack foothills between Glen
The molten metal, after flowing Falls and Lake George. More than
about thlrtv feet between the furnace 500 acres of valuable timber land
and the sidewalk, covered the side- were burned over last evening In n
Michael lilllon, the well known mawalk and extended to the street. The fire that lasted nearly ten hours, demetal destroyed a shelter house near spite the efforts o fu large force of chinist In the Santa Fe shops here has
county
promoted to the position of enbeen
fire warden.
the. furnace and set flro to telephone men under the
The blaze Is supposed to have start- gine Inspector of the Albuquerque
pole In Second avenue.
In the vicinity of the furnace the ed from a locomotive spark.
d.

DOLLARS ARE MISSING

Arizona Deputy Sheriff Starts Lack of Labor to Man Mines Is
CHIEF
WORRIES GERMANY
Out Armed to the Teeth to
Forcing Harriman Roads to

Berlin, Aug. 21. Consternation has
been caused at the colonial office by
the news that the Hottentot chief,
has recrossed the frontier of
Cape Colony Into German southwest
Africa with 400 followers.
Nearly two years ago, Morengo
evaded the pursuit of the German
troops by escaping Into British
whereupon the Cape authorities disurmed him, and assigned
him a home remote from the frontier,
where he was kept under surveillance.
Concern was caused In Berlin some
days ago bv the news that Morengo
wns near the frontier, and that the
Cape police were trying to disperse
his band and send the chief back to
hi
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SIX THOUSAND

H0TTEr0T

Kaiser's Southwest African Ifctmnln
Again Ilcoortcri Invaded.

YESTF.KDAY'S

SATCHEL

CAR

PRICE 5 CENTS,

-

BRAVELY

rs

ltech-uanalu-

Discharge of Western
Unici
Operator. May Involve Great
Railroad In Telegraph Controversy,

f,ll

To Study Jewish Immigration.
Bucharest, Houmanla. Aug. 21.
Representative William S. Beiinet, of
New York, a member of the United
States Immigration commission, arrived here today from Constantinople
to study the question of Jewish emigration from Houmanla.

PiliTER'S

BURLINGTON

FACE FRENCH GUNS

ur

OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

BY

Exposition Must Close Sunday.
Norfolk, Va., Aug. 21. The. pl.m It
open the Jamestown
exposition on
Sundays has failed, owing to th re- Driven Off Repeatedly by Hail
government
of
to
fusal
the federal
of Bullets From
Modern
sanction the project.
It was purposed to charge a nomiWeapons They Return as
nal fee for admission on Sundays and
not to permit the opening of th-- s concessions.
Often to Renew Attack,
The plan had been raill'Lid
by the ministers of this city.
Burlington Kuilroad Fined.
Chillicothe, Mo., Aug. 21. The Burlington Railroad company was found
guilty yesterday of violating the eight-hotelegraphic law and was fined
$200 by Justice Crall. An appeal was
taken.
This Is the first conviction obtained
under the law passed at the last session of the legislature and which the
railroads declare conflicts with federal
statutes.

Immediately to the residence at Sagamore Hill. The torpedo boats Warden and Hopkins escorted the Mayflower on her return voyage from
Provlncetown.
AJt,

plosion.

Trolley Cur Held Up.
Buffalo, Aug. 21. Three masked
men at 2:30 o'clock this morning held
up the conductor and motorman of a
Genesee street car Just across the city
line and robbed" the conductor of 46
and a gold watch.

Tut,
Mall. SS.M
CarrUw,
c. s MooOj :

Br

y
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TWENTY-NINT- H

i

Special

Assistant Attorney

General Returns From Washington to Resume Activity In
Capital Circles,
NMrlul DUoatrh to the Momio

Journal

1

Santa Fe. Aug. it. Ormsbv Mc- Harg. special assistant to ths attorney
general of the United States, Is expected to arrive In Santa Fe at noon
tomorrow, after a trio to tho east.
Mr. Mcliarg visited the president at
Oyster Bay and department headquarters In Washlngt m, whero It Is
understood he received further In
structions regarding the Inquiry now
being made Into mattera of territorial
affecting the United
administration
States government. It Is understood
that Mr. McHarg's Instructions fiom
the president and Attorney Oonoral
Bonaparte will result In renewed and
moro vigorom activity in 'he Investigation of territorial oftlclals which
has already resulted In the summary
removal of a number of high oftlclals.
While In the east, Mr. Mcliarg vis
ited hla family In Detroit, Mich.
GOVERNOR tTNABLE TO
MARIO HOSWFXL TRIP
flovernor Curry, who expected to o
to ltoswell to attend the meeting of
the Territorial Bar association, owing
to the press of business in the executive office, found It Impossible to
make the trip,
IIAtiRKMAN

fiOKS TO
KOSWKLL ON BATl'KttW

Former tlovemor Herbert J. Hn- gorman today shipped his household
goods to Boswell where he expects to
make his home. Mr. Hagerman will
leave Sunta Fe for Boswell on Satur

day.

GROVER CLEVELAND
AGAIN CONVALESCENT
Former

lrehlent

Ooew

lo

New Hamp-

shire Summer Home to

lteciicrate.

Wheatfteld, N. II., Aug.
President (rover Cleveland who has
been III at his home at Princeton. N.
J , Is expected at his summer hotel at
Tumworth before the end of toe
week. The former president Is so far
recovered from his recent Ulnens as to
be able to truvel,
mr

CRACK MARKSMEN
CONTEST AT DENVER
Denver, Aug. 21. Tho real competition In the great western handicap
begins at Berkeley lake this morning
when over 250 of the bent trap shooters and crack marksmen from all over
the country began their annuul tourney.
Billy Herr of Concordia, Km..
and O. !. Pickett of lenver, as well
as Captain A. II. Hardy of Lincoln,
and Tom Marshall, are In attendance
and will take part In the rninpetliioii.
M J. Maryott of Fort Collins Is also
on the ground and shooting today. The
tourney Is attracting national attention and will Continue during
the
Week.
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HEAD DUG

PRODUCED

OF FREIGHT
RED HOT DEBRIS REFUSES
TO GIVE UP ITS DEAD
Big Crowd of Citizens Attack
Fe

Smash

Up

With

Picks and Shovels in Vain
fort to Rescue Bodies,

Ef-

A MILLION

regarded as profitable.
Joplln,

DUpatcb

number of unfortunates, after being
burned to death, huve had their remains hermetically sealed innlii the
burning iuhsm of wreckage of the
Santa Fe freight which dashed to dent ruction down
the C'ajori grade at
Victorville. Hundreds of barrels of cement which were In the wreckage
have formed an Impenetrable mars
under which the fire I still raging,
find where It in believed the charred
bones of victims of the wreck are lying.

After a big crowd of citizens assisted the coroner In bitt attack on the
great heaps of debris Sunday and the
work came to naught, the task has almost been given up. and probably the
fate of the men who were known to
have been riding on the freight will
never be known.

iikaii rorxi) ix Dirititis

; ix
M iilKX IXIST
The S.in liernardino Sun says:
Coroner Van Wle, on arriving at
Victorville Sunday morning, sought
out every one who had any information to give. Many had heard only
rumors, but the engineer ami fireman
of the engine which worked with the
wrecker, who were present when
Wrecking Foreman John l.acy dug
out what h declares was a small portion of a human head, w ere Intel view
ed as persons having Information first
hand, and each was positive not only
that Lacy wai (orreit in his belief,
but that lliey could take the coroner
to the spot where the remains had
been hastily Interred.
Hut though they made an honest
endeavor to guide ihe coroner to the
upo!, so altered had become the surroundings by the gradual Milling of
that Hu ir t fforts proved in
vain, and no eUdcitce of human remains under the wieck ige was forthcoming.
i his failure docs not Indicate that
the trainmen and Foreman Lacy were
wrong In their conclusions',
bul it
provi-the impossibility of making n
thorough examination of the dcbrl
without the issistnnce of dynamite
and the expenditure of hundreds of

Mo.

oper-ators-

Idaho. Mining Engineer B.
Llndsly has just been examining
the lode claims of the McKinley company on Jupiter, and states that the
Indications appear favorable for large
results In this camp. For his own information Mr. Lindslv took the trouble to pan some of the gravel In the
bottom of the gulches that traverse
the property. Out of about thirty
pans only one failed to show colors,
and some showed as high as 23 or 39,
the gold coming practically from the
surface, and In many cases five or
six feet from bed rock. The McKinley management now has under consideration the matter of letting a contract for putting in the tunnel bore
1.000 or 2,000 feet Into the mountain.
Length of tunnel at present Is about
200 feet, the formation being granite,
with indications of good mineralizaMoise,

K.

tion.

21.

Two hundred and fifty members of
the Fifteenth Pennsylvania volunteer
cavalry are holding a reunion In this
city. The veterans are the guests of
their old commander, General William
J. Palmer. Today they visited the
Harden of the Gods, Manltou, Cheyenne canyon, and other scenic attractions about the city. Everywhere: they
were greeted with applause by the
crowds on the Htrects. Tomorrow such
of the veterans as feel able to make
the trip will make the journey over
the cog railroad to the summit of

Mansfield. Ariz. The directors óf
the Mansfield Mining and Smelting
company have Just completed a careful inspection of their copper property here, looking toward the Installation of a concentrator and milling facilities at an early date. Large quantities of ore of milling grade have now
begun to accumulate on the dumps,
and already the means for handling
these ores at low cost Is becoming an
urgent need of the camp, and for some
lime the problem has been pressing
forward fur solution. On one claim
Pike's 1'euk.
alone, the ltuby, there are several
hundred tons of milling ore In sight
DR. NACAMULI KNOCKED
and ready for Immediate removal upon
the, Installation of a hoist and pump.
DOWN BY HIS HORSE At the Plack Cap mine there are
large quantities of milling ore averaging $25 to the ton In gold, copper and
InWell Known Italian Physician Has
silver, to say nothing of an abundance
e
shipping ore. The diteresting i:'iii'tice With Animal of
rectors are expressing themselves as
'
.lust Its He (iocs In liililtch.
highly pleased.
high-grad-

Dr. Nacamuil, the well known
Cananea, Sonora, Mexico.
The
ian physician and vice consul, was coming
the Levvisohns to Cananea
treated to a surprise yesterday even- completesof the
big
list
of
the
American
ing about C:20 when lie started to un- operators who are now In control of
hitch the horse harnessed to his buggy the copper properties of
lol'ar.
this district.
nour the corner of Lead avenue and
the Lewisohns have done n good
Wreckage Strewn Afar.
Second street. The animal suddenly That
thing for themselves Is on nil sides
"The wreckage Is strewn over a retired, knocked the doctor unceremoniously In the mud and started around conceded. Their preliminary examinafpai ! as wide as a street," said C'oro-n.le, "and It Includes a vast I lie corner and dow n Second street tion of the Cananea Neuva property
Van
deliberate and thorough, and
lard, collolelie, at llfty miles an hour. The horse was was
amount of Colic.
there can be no question that their
mutches, lime and cement. This ce- soon caught, however, and Dr. Naca- engineers
are good judges of values.
ment has spiead over much of the muil upon ascertaining that he was It Is believed
that the next district to
wrei k.iKe, and wherever the water la nut seriously Injured resumed hi
engage
attention of the large opencountered the cement has tinned to drive. He was somewhat bruised by erators the
will be lo the south of here
funning a hard casing the fal.
in Ihe vicinity of Hermoslllo.
In that
which c.iiitiol lie pierced bv shovel or
district are such mines ns the Sultana,
Pl k.
the Lluvia do Cobre and the Mina
"'There Is a steel car frame filled
Mexicana, upon which a close watch
with this cement, ail hard as rock,
Is being kepi by Ami r :i i :n,i:.'
and a load of noiler plates which are
eager for ad' ani e inlui'mai'ou :s to
It is a problem
also In like condition.
the actual resource; of M'.xU. n cup
how the company Is going to Five
per cam:s.
these sicel plans
"We dm; at different points about
Ciolilfleld, Nev. A notable feature
the burning wreckage, but were
to iin.1 the portion of a human
of the present mining situation here
being repotted to be found by ForeIs the almost uniform success of leas
man Lacy. F.cii the engineer and
ing companies operating on umiieu
fireman of tha engine. who were
sections of ground in the neighborpreM m w In n the find was made,
hood of accredited producers.
It is,
could not locate the spot, though they
for Instance, almost a foregone conmade an honest endeavor."
clusion that when such a property as
Hut the failure has not lessened the
the Combination Is treating 7f ton;
belief at Victorville
daily of medium grade, and shipping
and cUewhcro Gol'l Dredging Company
Willj
were
snuffed out in
that human lives
the balance, the operation of a lease
the fearful conflagration, which now
adjoining ground Is likely to prove
Harness Fraser Falls Min- -j aonpaying
e
proposition; nnd
for ma n v da)s has been devouring 'he
y
r- debris of Ihe wreck at that point, and
operators are proceeding upon this
1113 News Mom All uver trie basis.
Ihe ñame of these victims may never
Among these should be mentie known.
comtioned the Kansas
West,
Il 'ts round.
pany, which Is now
putting down
shafts on two such leases. Very rapid
Since Frank Met'iry. the Injured
progress Is reported by this company,
niT'itman, made a public statement
I).Anwsnn,
Territory.
Yukon
which will be still further accelerated
implicating another brakeman
wilii
the
that
when their full equipment of machinMowing away a number of Americans nouncement has been made
r
plací
Canadian
of
the
Is Installed.
ery
concessions
i' nd M xlcans (in Ihe coke cur for a
(Told
government
fiasiii
to
the
Yukon
dollar a head, it has been learned
where the burned Hcctiun Droc ting company along the Stewart
thai
of the wreck Went Into (he ditch four river Include the water rights at Fra-KFails, situated almost In the exact
lint were picked up by men firsp on
these
the scene. These hat were taken lit cetiti rIt of the concessions. toFrom
generate
will be possible
Ihe lime as confirmatory evidence of falls
William JobbettH dying statement elect. ical power and transmit it In
direction to the extreme limits
that he had two companions in Ihe every
if tl".-- couipany'H dredging operations.
The height of the falls at the medium
stage ni water is about 32 feet, and
Ital-
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The Story of Medicine.
Its name "(Soluh Medical iJlnoovexT

they ate capable of generating from
r, i
o to 4."i,uo horse power.
As is
well known, It Is entirely practicable
was imiiKested b one of lu most Imporlu ci try currents for power developtant and valuable Ingredient?
ücluua ment n distunee of several hundred
Kal rout.
miles. It la stated that dredges are
Nearly fotijr year ago, Dr. Pierre
to he Installed at an early date to optb at he could, by tin into uf pure, erate upon the gravels which have
glycerine., aided by a cúr- been shown by numerous tests to carry
tala degroo of coiutUntly maintained average values of over tl per cubic
heat and with the. aid of apparatm and yard.
appliance dlgned for that purpoae, ex,
(.cncral .Mining News.
tract from our most valuable native menew
hoist
Jerome,
Ariz.
that
The
dicinal rooU their curative properties
Installed by the Verde (runde
much better than by the tm of alcohol Is being company
Is capable of sinking
Copper
o generally employed. !) the now
2.0IMI feet, and is said to be the larg"(Mdn Medical Discovery," for est
hoist ever brought Into the Jerome
the cure of wlc itomach, Indignation, or district for development work. It Is a
d
liver, or blllousnensand
significant fact that the United Verde
kindred dcra'igemenu wa flirt made, as Is not the only richly mineralized
It ever alnie ha bW without a partido property here. The same ore body
of alcohol in lu malVup.
that the t'nlted Verde I now working
A glance uirtifjjullit of Its IngredIn has been proven to reach for miles
ients, prlnteo Subvert
ore now coming up
will show that it Is VV from the most around, and the (.Irnnile
shaft is of
the Verde
vaiuaoie medicinal rsvuund growing from
Identically the same character as that
in vur American ioreiJAi lhc tn- - of the l ulled
Verde.
It is generally
ivdlnu hvj Mrdvcd the Unm,; ra--- realized that Jerome
Is no longer to
CMHTlrf.t rr,m ILe Ikii Lnc uieoiriT
IM III
e
camp,
be a
but that, as In
frr.l..,.
the case of Mlsbee, where some of the
world's heaviest producers sprang up
around the Copper uueen. there are,
likely soon to bo In the neighborhood
A iillUrbook of tin o etidoriTreuQrtIÍ
rwn ouuipil.-- by l)r. R. V. Pierre, of of the Fulled Verde a number of greut
eumiu, .i, ., ana win i mailed JfttUi mines that should soon make of Jereny une akln name by postal card,
or ome a producing lamp, ranking sechawr addrotwed to the IJoctor a above. ond to none in the southwest.
thesB
turn
eiidur'mniiu, copied from
I
standard
books of all tin diffeMontezuma. Colo. The well known
rent sí hooU of practico. It will be found gold producer, the Chautauqua Silver
the'tiuld-e- n mine, just aoulh of this place, la about
.tl.at the
Medical Dlsrover? are advtH not to be
and operated on
only for the cure of the above mentioned broader lines than ever before. From
disease, but also for the cure of all ca- the mere srandpoint of surface show-Ing- a
tarrhal, bronchial and throat affections,
this properly would rank among
with catarrhal
Great veins
heal In the state.
the
-,
nre throat, lingering, or outcropping with a width
InmrsiMof from
liangfiii-coiiKhand all those waitlnt
lo twelve feet, are plainly trace-abltTffttlous which, if not promptly and eUht and these reappear also In the
properly treated are liable to terminate tunnel lévela. The mine la already
in roiiiiiiiiiptloiu Take Ir. Pierce's ln
well developed, the total footage of
cover y in time and jierwvere in lu ue Ihe
being about 2.700 feet.
until you give it a fair trial and It Is not In thworkings
campa of Ihe mine today
liaejy to duappoltit. 'foil much mint not enn b lower
seen
from 300 to 500 tons of
will not perfoim
Im rtiMvted of
ready fur ahlpment, of an average
miracle. It " I" hot. euro oirwuniptiou ore
No medicine will, value of fli In ailver, lead and nine,
advanced alaip-In
could easily he
cure the ailis tioni that lead up bi while 2.000 imis more
jt lu
"it
Inken from th mope of the upper
et4yuipliun, tf tuAf'H in lu it.
level. Uhlpmenu from thl mine pro- triple-refine-
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INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS
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THE JAFFA

What a Bank Should Give
The 'greatest possible service to the greatest possible
number of people in the greatest posible number of

niE

SEPTEMBER 23
Press Agent for Wild West Aggregation Was for Nine
Years City Editor of the New

Valued at $1 65 Tells'a Fairy
Tale,

ways,

M"

"Good Things to

THAT IS WHAT WE STRIVE TO DO AT ALL

IMES.
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ticket. The following telegram was
received by the chief Tuesday night:
"Los Angeles, Aug. 20, 1907.
"Chief of Police, Albuquerque, N. M.:
"I hold warrant grand larceny for
Eddie Merriman, '11 years, five feet
six or seven Inches. Ifi5 pounds, light
complexion, clean shaven, light hair,
blue eyes, rather full face,
well
dressed, new dark gray sack suit, light
hat, low cut tan shoes, with strap and
buckle, on Santa Fe train Xo. 2, due
at Albuqerque 8 a, m., tomorrow or
train 8 to arrive B:4() p. m. Has
ticket issued Denver form, two four
dash eight number two eight four kíx.
Secure baggage and search carefully
for Volghtlander colllnear lens three
and half Inches diameter, five inch
tube, value $105, or for pawn ticket,
where he may have disposed of same.
Hold and notify.
"EDWARD KKHV,
"Chief of Police."
This in itself was "right smart" of
a telegram, but nothing to the following article received over the wire after
Chief McMlllin had notified Kern of
the arrest:
"Los Angeles, Cal., Aug. 21.
"Thomas McMillin, Chief of Police,
Albuquerque, N. M.:
"Mold Eddie
Merriman without
bail.
Requisition is being prepared
and officer will he sent for him as
quickly ns possible. If necessary file
fugitive from Justice complaint, based
on our complaint here, which charges
that said 'Eddie Merriman in the city
of Los Angeles, state of California, on
the 1 lit h day of August, 1IPI7, stole
from J. F. Hartsook, in the said city
nnd stale, a lens of the value of $16.1,
persynal property; of the said HartNew cotiiaint filed this day
sook.
before H. II. Uoi-e- , Ju.sthe of the
peace In nnd for said city and state;
warrant issued same dav bv said magEDWAltl) KKUX,
istrate.
"Chief of Police."
MEIHÍIM AN IMtOVKS l'.ASV
MOXKY I'OU OFFK 'Kit
The arrest of Merriman was accomplished neatly and expeditiously. I'pon
spotting his mail. Chief McMillin
walked up to him and said:
"Let me see your ticket."
The runaway looked at the brass
buttons and, believing lie was accosted by a train official, produced his
ticket like a Utile man.
"You have a lens I want," said the
chief, briefly.
Merriman looked somewhat startled,
to say the least.
"1 took It from my father," he said,
lamely. The porter was sent into the
car and returned In a minute with the
lens. When It was delivered to the
officer he Informed Merriman that he
decided he wanted him, too, and In
spile of prótesis Merriman was taken
in tow. He Is a resident of Ihe county
Jail, pending the arrival of the officer
from said cily of Los Angeles In said
slate of California, as aforesaid.
The shoe buckles described In
Kern's telegram were the easiest
means of identifying Merriman, who
was traveling in a Pullman with a
sporty look and a haughty air. He
at once admitted his Identity and appeared to lie surprised that "taking
from papa" was regarded as a theft.
Merriman, who said he Intended to go
to Chicago from Denver, was traveling
with another young genl'enian, both
being attired lu the height of the latest mode.

HIEL

Hurke and Arlington,
of the great Pawnee Hill wild
west show, full of blood and thunder
land swinging lariats and rampageous
broncos, spent yesterday in tlie cu
making arrangements to bring the aggregation here. The show will appear
here on September 23. It I? suld to
be a good woolly wild west show, and
the Colorado state fair made the show
one of lis features, setting aside one
dnv for the circus alone.
Mr. Hurke. who was recently here
with the Hurch shows. Is nn experienced showman and has made many
friends here. It Is Interesting In connection with the Pawnee Hill ntt ruction lo know that Mr. W. C. Thompson, Its press agent, was for nine year
city editor of the New York Herald,
and la one of the most experienced
newspaper men In the country.
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ALBUQUERQUE.

of all kinds,

Imported Swiss,
Brick Cheese,
Limburger Cheese,
Neufchatel Cheese,
Sierra Cheese,
Camembert Cheese,
Edam Cheese,
Sapsago (green) Cheese,
Parmisian Cheese,
N. Y. Cream Cheese.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
--

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO- -

SAFETY DEPOSIT

Every day, in Iced Crates,
direct from the patches.
2 Boxes
35c

BALDIUDGE'S YARD IS THE PLACE
Por Lumber, Shingles, and Lath. Large stock of Windows, Doors
Paints, Oils, Brushes, Cement, Building Paper, always on hand

Use our Krack Kream

Bread.

It is

guaranteed

4ns cniTTTT

to give satisfaction.
Our cakes are .fresh
made every day, no old

stock.

We will

make any

THE

Jaffa Grocery

C.

on

the

Dog

Catcher

Proposi-

r VIADUCT.
f USD

BANK OF

Co.

tin-hea-

LIVERY

311-31-

g

M.

PATTERSON
STABLES
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Telephone 57.

F. H.FUNERALTR0HG
DIRECTOR
MONUMENTS
and Black Hears

North Seoond Street

201-21-

OF

The First National Bank
AT ALUUQtTEKQlIK. IN TUB TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO,
AT TUB CL08U OF UUtilNK&i, MARCH II, 107.
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n4 dlacnunli
Ovcrtlrnfta, Mcured anil unnecured
U. B. lltimli to irciir circulation
U. 8. Iinnila to lecur U. 8. Kepmlli
Premium on U. & Ilnndi
11. ind..
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..

.1,76,?1

.01
17,711.7
SU0.0Ut.00
100.000.0

1.00. Ot

,

IH.147.il
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lUnklnc hume, furniture, and fixture
Other real emule uwned
Due (rum Nailon! llnnka (nut reaerv afentl) ....... .
liue (rum Blata llnnka and Kankeri
Ilua from approved rrisrva agunl
C'herka and other caali Heme
,
,
Kii'hunKoe fnr clearlni houaa
Nutea of other National Dank
Fractional paper currency, nli kela. and cent
Lawful Money Keaurv In Sank, via:
Hpecla
IAI.tHS.il
2, 716. 00
Letal tendi-- nolea
Redemption fund with U. fl. Treasurer (t per cant of
circulation

Be Probably Followed by

Interesting Celebration at
Pueblo in the Month of September,

M.GOO.OO

16. 000.0

H3.ytS.27
J 3. N8

61

?,(. ((

I8.4X.

1,031.17

14CI1I.II
11.000.

11,111,0. II

TOTAL

mllcf muth of this city next
WedncHday nnd n number of Albu-li- n
ni un photographers nnd othem
Th)
will likely attend the festival.
fctiHt of San AiiKiiKtlnp I
wholly o
reiiuiiniH oliHcrvance nnd In not accompanied by dunccH of any kind.
It 1h ixpecleil that the Islctad thin
year will hold a celebration In the
middle of September correspond init
Homewhut to the white man's ThankH-Klvln- u
day. Thin Interexllnir feiiHt day
han not been observed for three or
four yearn pant and If held will prove
one of the rnoMt InterextlnK occaalon
of the year in the pueblo.

LIA1I1I.ITIKS.

Ivvelvo

.

479.7:4.77
1,047.01
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will be
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RÉPORT OF THE CONDITION

ISLETA NEXT

TKI.M'HOXK

PERQUE,

AND HOARDING

West Silver Avenue..
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1 White

CEREMONIAL AT

KT.VT

K, X. M.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

C0Mf"

XñJ. X.

OfR

AIiIUljUr.KQl

'

named McCormlck, and íiomrdlnr to
the allegation he struck a i'.oif on
cut off the dog's nos.; and then
hung the nose on a wire ti turned
over later to the city for tiu meager
commission paid. The dog merely was
rendered unconscious and later managed to crawl home.
The owner of the dog, Infuriated
beyond control, visited the pound but
was utiahle to find the poundmaster.
lie later calmed down but he made ft
vesrbal complaint to the city officials.
The city just at present is advertising fur a poundmaster nnd offers to
pay $.'10 a month and a bonus of 35
cents for all dogs killed. No Immunity, however, from physical punishment
Is guaranteed the poundmaster from
Irate owner of dogs that may be
(might.
It Is required that a bond of $200
he given as assurance that all animals
caught will be kept and thai dogs will
be killed In a humane manner after
having been held a reasonable length
of time.

....f
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,
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of New Meilro, Count? of Bernalillo, a. I
I. Krank McKea, Caahlar of tha ahova-name- d
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wear that tha above italement t true to tha beat of my knowladf
nd belief.
FRANK M KKB, Caahlar.
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KXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
$150,000.0.
CAPITAL
Officers and Directoras
" '
SOLOMON LUNA, President.
W. J. JOHNSON,
W. B. ETRICKLER,
,
Asolstjint Castile
Vic President and Casliler.
GEORGE ARNOT.
WILLIAN McINTOSn.
O. E. CROMWELL.
A. ML BLACK WELL.
J. C. BALDRIDGE.

'Good Things to Eat."
Mail Orders lilliil Same Pay
as llccelved.

tion Said to be Now in Course
The feiiHt of San AilKUfUne
of Preparation.
celebrated In the pueblo of
The Albuquerque Kennel club Is
understood to be preparing aom very
interesting and vigorous recommendations lo Ihe city council rcgardin.i the
dog catching business and the proposed consolidation of the. po,l'ion,of
poundmaster and health ofllc r. The"
were lo be submitted to the co'ineil fit
Ita last meeting but owing lo tin ab
sence of several members of the organization, were not ready.
The Kennel club has already come
In become ft noteworthy factor In the
local dog sltuaiion. Preparations for
the big dog show at the ierrltorhil
fair ara proceeding rapidly and the
event will doubt lew be onj of the
best fea turen of Ihe fair.
1 uooii'n Dog Trouble.
The office of dog catcher seems to
ho Inseparably connected with mor')
or lesa trouble. 1 he following
tale of brutality tippeaii in
the Tucson Citizen:
According to a report which bin
cached Dim city ofllclaU lirutalily
mi dugs has occurred there tint I '
almost remarkable.
The pouudmasier has ben a inaT

BALD RIDGE
T.HTTniiF"i?rfrn

cthfttt

SUPERIOR LUMBER AND MILL CO.

SOÜTII

the bakery business.
The

J.

FtnsT

The Superior Planing Mill Is now equipped to do nil kinds of mill
work nt prices that defy competition. Call or write for prices before placing your order for anything made by a first class mill.

special kind you want for
any special occasion.
Remember, we want
your bakery business and
want quality and price to
win it for us.
Ask your
neighbors.
They don't bother to bake
any more since we are in

GOB UP
Some Very Pithy Observations

FOR REliT

BOXES

Fresh
Strawberries

SUGGESTIONS

ra

One Man' Imm Another' íínln.
Hut I cannot live
He (desperately
without you, durllng.
She (coldly) That wll be delightful
Chican
newa for the undertaker.

Fresh
Cheese

Lnani

York Herald,
Messrs.

CLUB HAS

The State National Bank

JUST RECEIVED,

It appears that Edward Kern, chief
of police of Los Angeles, Is somewhat
of a literary man as well as an officer
of the law, judging from two telegrams received here yesterday by
Chief of Police McMlllin, in regard to
one Eddie Merriman, who swiped a
valuable camera lens in the city of
Angels, and was taken from the train
here yesterday. Merritnan was arrested upon the arrival of Santa Fe
train No. 2 by Chief McMlllin, being
identified by the very simple yet effective experiment of asking fur his

world-fatiif-

dpple.

Capital and Surpluí. $100,000.00.

500-to-

Two Hundred and Fifty Members of Pennsylvania' Volunteer Regiment Guest of Former Commander at Colorado
Springs,

un-u'n- ie

MEXICC

ALBUQUERQUE. NEW

,

mm

IMMENSE

SEIS

in

oy

10 VISIT

Colorado Springs, Col., Aug.

CHIEF

j

The large mine
this district are displaying no
anxiety to sell ore at present prices,
WHOLE VOLUME
and there Is every indication that
buyers will soon be compelled to raise
their bids to the levels prevailing a
few weeks ago. Production throughout the district continues to be heavy.
The Dominion Lead-Zin- c
mine is now
In the list of the large producers, and
pteady progress-is reported in the
work of blocking out and raising the
ores. This mine la regarded as one LENS
THIEF CAUGHT HERE
of the most promising of those reby Judge Pfost. A
cently
WITH THE GOODS ON HIM
n
mill is in operation, and already a heavy output Is reported from
the mine. The whole district is very
prosperous, and will create a fine im- Eddie Marriinan of Los Anpression as the meeting place of the
coming mining congress in November.
geles Elopes With a Big Glass

$57,620.01.

VETERANS

MONTEZUMA TRUST" COMPANY

r.i,.h,

vlous to 1S81 must have amounted to
at least 1150.000, but in those days
the mining of low grade ores was not

According to the statement of the
gross product of mines and mining
claims for the year 1906, compiled
from the verified tatémenla filed
with the Arizona territorial auditor,
four Pima county mines produced last
year mineral valued at 11 J 51, 12.54.
The four companies producing the
amount were ihe Imperial Copper
company, the Twin Uuttes Mining and
Smelting company, the Helvetia Copper company and the Tip Top Copper
company. The imperial Copper
t
company
Silver Hell produced
4,385,246 pounds of copper, and 44.-3ounces of silver, to a total value
of I874.M94; the Twin Huttes, 7(10,329
pounds of copper and 11,293 ounces
of silver, to a total value of
the Helvetia. 379,823 gold and
3.K97.8H ounces of silver: n total value
of 176.445. 95. The Tip Top produced
29,890 pounds of copper valued at
1142,-t,i,2.Z-

to the Morning Journal.)
Han Bernardino, Cal., Aug. 21. The
conviction la growing stronirer that a
Special

Kouqns

PIMA COUNTY MINES

22, 1907

Dangerous coughs. Extremely perilous coughs.
....
.- -j
k.
auu
tear .u
iuc .iujiuai auu lungs.
evxjugoa that shake the whole body. You need
a regular medicine, a doctors medicine, for
such a cough. Ask your doctor about Ayer's
Cherry Pectoral for these severe cases.
W !
J.O.AyarCo.,
aeratal W pnbllih
tl.o form a)u orll our prpration.
Lowell. Mu.
.

uesverat

ical cholo hat.

FROfil WRECKAGE

Santa

TV

presumed
Vixecked coke, car
It
that orne of these hats belonged to
the Americans, while one was typ
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of March,
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SHRINKAGE

in other purts of the country? It is
true that many of our railroad securities are now selling at such
low
prices as to fully discount any possible reduction in dividends, but the
latter question has not yet been seriously discussed.
The outlook for the market is still
unsatisfactory.
Prices are very low
and there are plenty of good stocks
which are really very cheap from the
investor's point of view. The monetary situation, however, has not yt".
fully righted itself, and further liquidation seems more than probable,
with intervening rallies .of more or
less Importance. Such being the cas,
it is inadvisable to go too heavily
into debt. Saturday's bank statement
ought to show a considerable contraction of loans as a result of recent
j liquidation.
Should the money situa-- i
tlor. become acute, Secretary Cortel- lyou would no doubt aid the money

WALL STREET STANDS
i
LUOO VITH FOIIANIMITYi000'000'

but wnil

caU

co,f- -

MORNING JOURNAL, THURSDAY, AUGUST

derise at is greater than forty-fiv- e
crees.
On Sunday, since the track has
been concreted, cyclists travel down
to Weybrldge (for the public is, not
excluded) on purpose to ride around
these great banked curves 100 feet
They try at twenty miles an
wide.
hour curves intended to hold a motor at 100 miles an hour, and the result is frequently bent handlebars and
painful abrastoryt. Still, the banks are
mucTi appreciated by children
as to.
boggan slides.
There will be plenty of tests on the
track. The Automobile club's dust
trials, which wi'l be held shortly after
the opening of the track, are a cae
In point.
A hundred yards of the
track will.be Covered Inches deep in
flour common "pastry whites." Over
this the cars will be run, and the
clouds raised will be photographed,
and tho judges will decide partly from
evidence of their eyes and partly from
that of the snapshots.
of the track have stipulated that the
flour shall be cleared up after the
d
trials, but the
flour clonds
are expected to whiten the country
for a great distance around. London

FOR SALE CHEAP.
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See Him Pull Leather!

,

Ono third iiitorcat In a good new town of
elKhty acres, aurveyeil and pluttvd near tho
San lvdro Cupper Mines.
In good farming

country.

A
my family Is In puor
I desire to
make a chance. I also offer a good business
house and lot in Kstanela at a bargain.
Now rents for JtO per month.

AUDKEKS

W.

ia

C. ASIIER,

THE "SHORT
To

ra ens

LINE"

the Mining Camps of

n ni

ni
in

Estanelit. New Mexico.

n

ni
v

Colo-

Annual lerritorii

Twenty-Seven- th
,tinues as abundant and as easy as at
present, there is no necessity for Immediate action. A conslderablo short
Those Hardest Hit Best Able Interest will naturally at times be created and the market in consequence
New Mexico, and the
will frequently be In" a position for
to Stand It, Declares Henry sharp
rallies whenever conditions faquick in and out turns in the
Clews in Interesting Review vor;
market will pi ove very profitable to
DENVER & RIO GRANDE
alert trader. In the immediate fuof. Situation.
HENRY CLEWS.
ture.
Mail.
RAILROAD
.Tapjmesc
Improvements.
Harbor
Special Correovondenre Morning Journal.)
Anion";
Missing.
the
During the last twenty years the
His Ma Erlle, I told you not to fire Through the fertile San
New York, Aug. It. We have had foreign trade of Kobe has grown
Luis
another week of general and drastic from $3,500,000 in 1886, to $150,000,-00- 0 any more cannon crackers. Now you Valley; also to the San Juan 1
come right in.
liquidation. Since the opening of the
in 1906. Imports increased from
Earlie Yes, ma, in a minute. I'm country of Colorado,
year there has been a shrinkage in i $4,500,000 to $95,600,000, while
lookln' for somethln'.
values estimated at approximately $3,-- 1 port- - increased from $5.000.000
For Information aa to rates, train
His Ma What havo you lost?
000,000,000.
That such a tremendous
service, descriptive lltcroturc, ftddret
shrinkage in a little over seven $55,000,000. The shipping at Kobe
Earlie
Nothln'
New
a
but
thumb.
months could take place on the New has also shown great development. In Orleans Picayune.
S. K. HOOPER,
York stack exchange without bring- 1886 the tonnage entered was $572,-00ing on panic and universal disaster is
against 5.4:12,000 for 1906.
Appreciated the Chaplain.
General
Ptiseiigcr
and Ticket Asm
almost beyond belief, and had any
At present the customs accommoA certain bishop, as ho was going
prophet the foresight or the courage dations at this port are Inadequate to
COLO
DENVER.
to have predicted such results last De- meet the demands of the rapidly about his diocese, asked the porter of
a
asylum
how
lunatic
the chaplain
cember he would have been treated growing
trade. In order to improve whom he, the bishop, had lately apns a subject for the asylum. Neverprepare
to
conditions
these
for
and
theless, the fact remains true, that
pointed, was getting on.
Wall street has endured a shrinkage the future development of the port,
"Oh my lord," said tho man, "his
In values far exceeding that of any the Japanese diet last year approved preaching Is most
successful. The htd-lopanic on record and this wilhoj; any an expenditure of $1,972,080, and this
henjoys It partickler."
Exchange.
serious failures thus far. The fact yeur voted a further silm of $6,543,-42that 4hese losses have been endured
M)d Advice,
Of this $8,515,505,
the Kobe
without ''disaster is remarkable testiShe I hope dear that you are not
mony of strength in the financial sit- municipality is to bear $2,181,141, or
atthousd
of the total amount ap- going to worry about my exceeding
uation. Losses have fallen on those
To Colorado and Eastbest able to bear them,1 and the causes proved this year, the remainder be- my allowance this time.
buckare now bpginning to be dearly un- ing borne by the central government.
He (brightening
up) You don't
ern points. On sale
derstood. General excesses, such hs This
me, dearest, that there
moan
to
d
tell
improvement
to
is
e
the
of credit,
daily until September
begin immediately and is to be com- Isn't any necessity for It?
of securities and
Certainly not. What's the use of
have been the main and natural rea- - pleted in 1914. The preliminary work
30. Return limit Octosons for recent reaction. Of course, will consist of filling in and reclaim-wlt- h worrying about something you can't
v
ing the foreshore, an area of about help? Life.
the market in a
ber 31. Rates to princondition investors and speculators sixty-nin- e
acres, after which four
alike are naturally more or less piers are to be built, each measuring
Same Old gnaliriciitioiis.
cipal points.
crufrightened at the
"This." said the dealer, "3 the bes"
sade. There have been some rather 1,200 feet long and 360 feet wide. It automobile you could buy; Just the
Indiscreet official utterances concern- is estimated tbat'thc capacity of the
ing the government's policy in prose- new wharves for handling freight will thing for a lady."
Denver and Return
"Really?" remarked Mrs. Wright, "i
cuting corporations and the
be 2,100,000 tons a year, while the
five-mi- le
lt's-e- r
suppose
kind and gentle and Colo. Springs and return$20.75
feeling displayed In many of the total shed area will accommodate
0
not
afraid
of
electric
states is naturally disturbing at this
cars."
tons.
In
addition,
there will be
time. Nothing, however, that the ad- seventy-seve- n
Pueblo and return
$18.95
cranes for handling car- ministration could have said or done go
at this time could have checked the j and a line of railway thirteen miles Try a Morning Journal Want Ad Chicago and return.. .$53.30
recent downward movement. Liquida- long, connecting the main line and
tion from natural causes was Inevita- warehouses. On the east side there is
St. Louis and return.. $52.90
GRAND CENTRAL HOTEL,
ble. It his been predicted in these adto be a breakwater of 2,130 feet.
vices for months oast as the only Consular Report.
Kansas City and return
means of l ighting the money and security markets. Whether the cure is
Norfolk and return, (60
A Great .'Motor Track in F.imlanil.
complete or not remains to be seen.
A CONTINUOUS CARNIVAL OF DANGEROUS DEEDS AND FOOLHARDY FUN.
Drivers on the-- Southwestern railIt is doubtful if liquidation lias yd
day limit.) .1
$72.90
run Its full course, and if not. still way will shortly have to witness a
RAILWAY RATES: HALF FARE OR BETTER
lower prices must be anticipated; al- sight which must needs be painful to
though we may have a fair temporary them. Near Weybiidgu station they
recovery.
ACCOUNT I. 0. 0. F. S0VER-EIGBrook-land- s
;
The lemedy for corporation law- must run parallel with the
in
j
v t
racing
automobile
track, where,
breakers is punishment by ImprisonGRAND LODGE.
J. A.
A.
ment of the guilty Individuals con- in three weeks' time, motor cars will
nected therewith. If the government be covering the ground at twice the
President
St, Paul or Minneapolis
and stale officials will announce this pace of the fastest express trains.
Secretary
as their future policy, ronfidene? will
M
one has only to look at the extrareturn
l-nt once return to the stock market ordinary steepness of tho banking
and
$52.10
of
and securities he in demand for in
vestment. Corporations whose officials the track at the curve to realize the Central Ave., and Second St.
Tickets on sale September RESULTS!
RESULTS! ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
are found guilty should also be taxed. specos wnicn win mane mem ncces- READ JOURNAL WANTS.
ror an legal ices and court expenses, sary. it is more than the average
limit
13,
return
14,
15,
16,
12,
Hig money fines lall mostly upon
VI
MOST
THE
is capable of to scalp the last
HOTEL
NhowrtiHfN,
Mission
Store
nocent stockholders who have had, three yards. One of these embankMORNING JOURNAL
unci Iiur I'ixturcs unil lUiildiii'' Mute-rlii- l. St. Elmo Sample & Club Rooms
IX THE CITY.
jUX OX EI
October 2, 1907. Call at ticket
nothing whatever to
do with the
sweeps
up
ments,
which
thirty
feet
PL AX.
wrong acts, hence big fines as a penJoseph IliiriK-fl- , Propricfor,
WANT ADS
Office for particulars.
12U
alty depreciate values as they threaten above the level of tho track, Is steeper
I'ential Avenuo.
Imprisonment in than the roof of a house. In several
confiscation, whilo
LIQt;oU.S SKItVICD.
ALL
CHOICE
A. J. Love, Proprietor
place thereo'f, will advance them, us it places the angle the embankments
A. S. BARRETT, Prop.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
every Monthe poptilnr KtimeR.
RESULTS!
RESULTS! Phone 103.
puts them on a more jcliahle and
40.1 s. l lrst Sireol day. 'J'h:ir(iny and Snfnnlny nh;h!.
honest basis.
Rates for time monunrc still very
high, and a further 'contraction i it
speculative loans seems Imminent.
cry soon the demands of the interior
MIMJXKUY SPKCIAL.
g
pmi poses will assert
for
MIM.IM.KV SPIXIAI,.
themselves. The crop movement t h
year Is late,
demands must
be faced Just the same. The advance
Lot 1 AsHortnu-n- t of Women's and
in the Hank off England rate to 4 Vj
Lot 2 Assortment of Women's
per cent is a iymptom of conditions
MI.'cb' Trimmed Hat, worth from
Albuquerque's Brightest and Best Storeon the other side, and a warning that
Trimmed
Hats, worth from $5.00 up
up to
Clearance
Í6.00.
$3.0
wo cannot expect the help In that
THE DAYLIGHT STORE
quarter we have obtained the last
to
price
$1.00
$12.50. Clearance price
$2.00
two or three years. Stringency i.i
Phone Orders proinplly filled.
Mail Orders promptly filled.
money is world-wid- e
for the same reasons that exist here; and liquidation
more drastic in the United
has
StatoJiJtecause speculation and
have been carried to greater
WE PROPOSE THIS WEEK TO GIVE THE GREATEST VALUES YET BEEN OFFERED, AND ADVISE YOU TO MAKE THE MOST
WEEK OF TREMENDOUS PRICE CUTTING.
t xceps in this country than elsewhere.
It can scarcely no imaginen inm
which has fallen upon Wail
OF OPPORTUNITIES PRESENTED, ALU THE DISCOUNTS PREVIOUSLY QUOTED WILL REMAIN IN EFFECT UNTIL SATURDAY NIGHT ONLY.
genstreet will not ultimately affect loss,--,
heavy
the
With
eral business.
which hav fallen upon wealthy men
there mu-i- t
and large corporations,
follow a sharp contraction in new
GREAT FINAL REDUCTION OF INFANTS'
FINAL CUT PRICES IN LACE CURTAINS
Final Reductions on Women's and Misses Apparel Most radnu-rp- i
Ises; and improvements at one
f
time thought necessary will be In'
definitely positioned. This inevitably
ical price cuttings have been made to effect a rapid and absoWEARING APPAREL
$1,00 Curtains at, per pair
69c
metras a lessened demand for mater- lute clearance of all women's and Misses' Summer Apparel.
ials and labor. Trices are nlrendy
$1,25
Curtains
at,
pair
per
73c
yielding on some manufactured
owing to the falling off In dein
not
garment
is
been
department
There
that
the
entire
has
a
$1,50 to $1,75 Curtains at, per pair
Infants' Lawn Caps, worth from $1,00 up to
$1.19
mand, and it remains to be seen whit
will be the attitude of labor If a biisl- is
everything
offered
reduced
greatly
at
overlooked,
figure.
a
price
50c
$2,00
Clearance
at,
Curtains
$1,75,
per pair
.$1.39
tiess reaction really sels In. There nre
no Immediate Indications, however, m
$2,50
Curtains
at,
pair
per
$1.69
any general recession. Trade Is still
Elegant assortment of beautiInfants' Linen Dil;s, worth from 15c up to 20c,
$ 8,00 Princess Suits. $ 4.98
nctlvo In tho interior, and the fact
$3,25
Curtains
pair
per
at,
ut
$2.23
tht the masses are well employed
10c
ful, stylish Tailor Made Dress $ 9,00 Princess Suits. $ 5.98
Clearance price
Rood wages encourages the hope or
$4,50
Curtains
pair
at,
per
$2.98
all
demand
for
consumptive
f large
Skirts, worth from $7,50 to $12,00 Princess Suits.$ 8.48
the ordinary necessities of life. The
$6,00 Cuitains at, per pair
$4.49
demand for the luxuries will, of
Infants' Knit and Embroidery Flannel Sacqucs,
$11,50, Challenge Pricc.$5.00 $14,50 Princess Suits. $ 9.48
course, be curtailed. Much will de$7,50
per
Curtains
at,
pair
n
of the
worth from 50c up to 75c, Clearance price... 25c
$4.79
:
pend upon the final
Beautiful stylish Silk Jumper $18,50 frinccss Suits.$11.98
crops. Thus far the prospects have
encouraging,
farmers
and
been fairly
Suits at Halt Price,
srem sure of profitable prices; but
FINAL REDUCTION PARASOLS
DRESSING SACQUES
Infants' Lons White Outing Skirts, worth from
two of our most Imported crops'
Suits
at
Jumper
Tub
Pretty
price
25c
Sale
cotton and corn are at least Iwo
to
75c,
up
50c
$ 2,00 Parasols now to go
39c
$ 1.39
weeks late, and un early frost sucTl m
75c Dressing Sacques
Low Prices:
might Inflict serious inlury Is still to
3,50
go
to
now
Parasols
$
at
be regarded as one of the
$1,25 Dressing Sacqucs.. 73u
1.89
of Infants'" Trimmed Long
Jumper
I

I
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rado, Utah and Nevada;
to
Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo, is by way of Santa Fe

Fair Association

car-raise-

October 7th to 12th Inclusive
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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Excursions

one-thir-

much-neede-

over-extensi-

over-issu-

T

REAL WEST

Bronco Busting

Bucking Bull

Best riders in the territories,
among the cowmen, will
tempt to break a bunch of
"outlaw" horses.

Though plenty attempt it,
not one "buster" in a
and can stay on a real

Relay Racing

Native Sports

Exciting
contest by
the most nimble riders and
mounts in the Southwest.

"Gallo" racing, "pollito," or
native "shinny," pony and

ing bulL

hyper-sonsiti-

....$23.70

35,-54-

burro races, etc.

$4-4.5-

r

N,

WEINMAN

HUBBS
JAY
Manager

ROY STAMM

X

Wi-B- t

K.-n-

THE

crop-movin-

i

but-ifies-

o

-

bh

over-doiit-

i

i

out-tur-
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The railroad situation Is somewhat;
Our roads continue lo
perplexing.
show large gross earnings and nn
abundance of trafile. The latter, how
ever. Is iiotlceMbly less pressing than;
a year ago and most of the roads are,
beginning to seriously feci the greatreIncreases In expenses due to theJiur-Inu
cent concessions made to laoor.
Ihe llrst six months of the yeitr.
the gross earnings of the New York
Central Increased over $4.000,000, In- t
about ! per cent, while expense
creased $6,500.000, or over 20
the result being that net earnings fell off $2,500.000 coin pa red Willi
the samo half of 1906. As a result, it
Is estimated that the company only
of the. 3
earned about one-hadividend payable for the f!rt half
year. On the Pennsylvania system
earnings Increased $14.200.000
non
lx months of the year;
In the first
.ut nwinr to the enormous Increase
In fipeiatlng expenses, the' net earnings Increased only $1,200.000. In
of the Ihefensed ohllmitloll
View
which the railroads have been obliged
fn assume on aecoiinl of new note arid
capital Issues. II will l seen thai the
financial outlook from the rulti'o'jd
nolnt of view I. pot very satisfactory
The same forces nre nt woi k In all ,1
purls of Ihe country, nml If the prolita f
of these two typical railroads have
ie,n so seriously threatened, what Is I
the position on other rallroud systems
i

Neat assortment
Dresses, worth from 75c up to $4,00, at Halt
Regular Price,

$4,50
Suits at.. $2.98
Jumper
$8,50
Suits at.. $5.19
Neat assortment of pretty

Children's White Linen and Pique Duster Brown
Dresses, sizes from 2 to 5 years, at Half Price,

White Tub Skirts, material of
Linen Duck, Poplin, Indian
Head and Auto Cloth

PRICES OF CHILDREN'S

Price.
Stylish Lingerie Princess Suits
At Half

FINAL

CLEARANCE

pel-cen-

lf

pel-cen-

t

.

at

TUB DRESSES

low prices:

.$

$1,50 to $1,75 Dressing
Sacques

$1.19

LONG KIMONAS

$1,25
$1,50
$1,75
$3,00

Kimonas at..
Kimonas at
Kimonas at
Kimonas at

69c
98c
$1.19
$1.93

40c Children's Tub Dresses at

29c

FINAL REDUCTION WOMEN'S

FINAL REDUCTION WOMEN'S

50c Children's Tub Dresses at

39c

HOUSE DRESSES

WRAPPERS

75c Children's Tub Dresses at

59c

$1,00 Children's Tub Dresses at

79c

$1,50 Children's Tub Dicsscs at

..$1.19

$2,00 Children's Tub Dresses at

$1 .49

,$1,50
$1,75
$2,00
$2,50
$3,00

House Dresses at.. .98c $1,00 Lawn Wrappers at.. 48c
House Dicsscs at.S1.29
House Dresses at.$1. 43 $1 ,25 Lawn Wrappers at.. 69c
House Dresses at. $1.98
House Dresses at.$2.19 $1,50 Percale Wrappers $1.19

$ 4,00
$ 5,00
$ 5,50
$ 6,50
$ 7,50
$10,00
$23,00

Parasols
Parasols
Parasols
Parasols
Parasols
Parasols
Parasols

novv

to go

at1....... 2..$

at
now to go at
now to go

now to
now to
now to
now to

at...:.

go
go at
go at
go at..

2.39

$

2-79

.$
.$

3.69
4.19
$ 4.98
$ 6.93
$12.00

FINAL LOW PRICES WOMEN'S WAISTS

75c Women's Waists now at
$1 ,25 to $1 ,50 Women's Waists now at

$1,75 Women's Waists now

at...

39c
89c
$1.19

Assortment of High Grade Waists in Duchcssc,
Taffeta and Mcssaline Silks range from $6,00 to
$10,00, Clearance price, choice, each
$2.00
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A THOROUGH SURVEY GOOD

OF SAN

GIVEN SANTA

GUIIG

10

DIEGO

RATE

OF

1HE VETERANS

GRANT BEGUN

Special Engineers Engaged to $61, 75" COVERS THE
LimitaComplete Accurate
SARATOGA ROUND TRIP
tion of Rich Tract in Jemez
Santa Fe Official Explains that
Country,
No Discrimination Is
Made
ON
Against the Grand Army Men
SHEEP DIPPING
ON
LARGE SCALE IS NOW
Going to Encampment,

Large Number of Albuquerque-an- s
Pursuing the Finny Tribe
and the Elusive Grizzly in the
Big Woods.
(Hnerial I'nrre.pendence Morning Journal.)
.leiiiiz Hut SihImks. X. M , Auk. 2t.
The rnan;)t''incnl of tin1 San IM
t
nrrahKoineti:
Rrant has im
.surveyor
fvun
whereby a special
Washington, I). (.'.. ix to take p.tii in
I,nm I,.
the survey of the urant.
of the Sa-Shields,
IHego (Irani, states that the hound-ar- y
lines of the Krant are to h
an plalnlv marked uitn pnsis,
HM.niHuents etc., In their entire lonit'h
ir.'les
which will amount to forty-fiv- e
or more. Xo effort or cost will he
.1
t tit
spared In maklni? the
een. Mr. J. K. Farwe1!, of
has been emploveil to take
part In the survey, which v. Ill lie
totm iruw, ami w nie'i will
nearly one month for completion. The San Dlegir Rriin; owned ny
the Jemez Land company, of
Is one of the most valuable
timber propositions in th'' terriM-- v
jieini a natural gra '. i f: iril
for bee;) or
1

l

t

I

sti-v- iy

Albu-iiieri)ii- e.

loin-mcur-

Allm-ciieriiu- e.

1

lHI'I'INU NOW

'

Mil-F.I-

on in Morviuxs

Mr. Huirh Murray, of San Antonl.i
Springs, Is npi'iatlng to Its fullest capacity the lnrRe sheep dipping plant

which he constructed accn"lr; fo
Kovcrnmenl specifications this spiing.
Manj" thousand sheep have been
:hos who
and work supplied
ilelre It. Mr. Murray's p'ini; have
ever been a favorite res vt with the
one if the
traveling public,
prettiest soots In the Jeme, mounM.
Wiley
is
Mr.
In. t li.il :
tains.
of the "dip" in San Antonio fo the
I'nited Stales Hovernmcnl.
.
iMn-pe-

:

Heavy

Iist
by a

Kl

"If you will compare this with relent rates offered to other gatherings," said Mr. lirown, "you will find
that there Is no discrimination. The

rate from Kl Paso to the meeting of
the F.Iks in Philadelphia In July was
f.i!t.:!f, with a short limit ticket. The
rate from Albuquerque to the Knights
Templar conclave in Saratoga was
$61.45. There Is very little difference
between these figures and the present
rate offered. We are anxious to treat
every one fairly, am' while the Santa
Fe has been a little late gelling out
the rale, the delay was unavoidable."
Juile a number of New Mexico
(rand Army men will probably take
advantage of the low rale ami make
the trip to the national encampment.
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Capitalists

Developing Dona
Dora Mines Declare They Intend to Build Line from There
to El Paso,

I

"We have been consiilci iic
ni
Work at once.
Jlpect to
Iv some lime the loilMiiii." of such a
N. Salmon, of Sania
and f
I
had no blei thai our plans
Ily are vlsitlui: Musís Alniusliii.ni al line, but
had reached the public; it s my unthis . lace.
.1. W. Miller, Kovermnont
nil 'ill al doubted conviction that such a road
Jeme, pueblo, w is a vi lior ni Jeni":. will pav and I have been pushing llie
adoption of the plan."
Sprints 'bis week.
This Is the statement of Concial
nnpluyi-ial Ibe
Mr. Kinil Zimtin-IManager (. W. Kent, of the liona
A lbiiiileriue railroad sliops. has spent
some weeks Ht this result. whiT" nc li.kta company, who was In town yeshas experienced sonó relief from a terday when he was asked concerning the rumor lately circulated thai
severe attack of rheumatism.
The Jeme?, Springs annual feasl day, bis company Intends to build a railroad to Kl Paso, a distance of sixly
was celebrated In the
August
miles. Mr. Kent, though at first retimanner.
acknowledged that bis companv
cent,
At a recent meeting of the public
Heboid directors I was unanimously had not only thought of building such
atrreed that the Jeme. Springs public a line, hut that a survey had been
Kchofd Is to have durinir the summiv made and that a definite announceterm the bet teacher which It Is pos- ment would soon be issued from the
Till' pupils llie en- main office of the company in
sible to seeure
Cltr.
titled to llie best, and none but n
one of th most promising mining
competent person need apply, to l.lnus
of llie school districts In the southwest Is the OrI.. Shields, secretary
gan district. As yet lis resources have
board.
of AlbuiiieriUe. only been slightly touched, but opera.Mr. Joe r.arnelt,
with a partv, reached the Jemez tions have shown the existence of
S rings yesterday. The parly expects workable quantities of gold, silver ami
miles
to continue lo the Cebolla, where bear lead ore within a radius of eight probof the town of Organ. There is
are said to be quite numerous1.
" lileilsoe and son are new ar- ably no camp in the southwest where
.

us-u-

New-Yor-

ribáis.
líev. Hugh Cooper, of Alhiiqiieriiie,
tngoflicr with his two sons, and Nell
and James Werne, ale camped on the
('cholla. Tin-- trout and bear are said
to have suffered heavily an a result.
Charles Spader. Ills sister ami nun!,
Miss Hammond, are also comfortably
located on the ('chulla river.
re loMr. tumbar and Al. Front
cate I on the uuper Cebolla at doners'
ranch. They report fishing to be very
goo-there.
l

LOCAL AND PERSONAL.
(eorgi- Slienaid. of Sail Iike City,
was beie yesterday.
W. K. Wliioii was an aiiival from
Ijtn VeKa 'asi night.
Manager
II. Van Stone, of the
Hugh's Mi ten ii! lie company lit Hlan- ia. transacted bu Ihi--

h'-r-

.

yrsti-r-day-

was learned last tilRlll that the
manager of the
l
comtiatiy who was besieged bv hooil-luin- s
In the oflee at Ash Fork Tuesday Is J. S. Creair.in. formeily mai.a-jH

l'u-ta-

e'

for Hie Postal hen'
f the
Iterituin S hwelzer. niAnacer
Harvey curio csiabllshnieni In IhM
cty returned last muht on No. 7 from
an extended nip thiouuh the went and
Mr. S'hwclzer. who b it here In
July. I1r.t muí to I,H Aneles and
thence to New York and other ett.U-cr- n
cities.
('. V.. Newcomer, who recent ly
the position of bookkeeper at
(hi- - territorial
nltentlary to accept
tha of fleputv ('illicit Hlnlc maishil
M Koniker of this city,
imd'T
to Albuquerque last nlcht aftir
ltndtne ihe uneial of his iikciI
fath'T In Illinois. Mr. Newronier wld
at unce asDiiine his new duties.

tt
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mskn
Inirnilon
ti.itii
r
hl
rlsim. vli
iii'f in nuppeM of

RK.tt,
li.'MK OK llSKH1tl.
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T THK TM A( TtOH
Br. I'l.AYMi
m muí AinuMMix,
rtNk
nim-- l Kmrv No. 7
ll'om
mil July 2.
f AT 1 III MM K. HfTHtr! TIIK
19(1", f"f h
S
HKV
31. T'eintili JN
AMI (iCKIIMMO TC MH.
proof will
M
l.'W, sti'l thai
l(an
hrfote II W. S. IMrro. Viillxt Sliilc.
Morning Jamrnal mmai mi trá-- r I'ourl ('mmiatoftir
t A llmipicrqu, N. M ,
rtt flmtlng "nrllrr (mtahisl
un
t. ni7
Mil numt-tn followinii wlinara lo
neon, and
Want aMn'lMntT Tura ( th rtaalri4 hla i'oiiilnuoua
( I'm Mitniliif JMirtl yetf mm y vatton of. th lamí, ti: Krili lano I'havta.
mlnnln.
Prcatiito I'hitM Salvador n,..
firnt It la !
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those metals exist In such quantity
anil in such close proximity.
The Torpedo mine at Organ Is shipping 10 per cent copper, the
(dose by is shipping a
good quality of silver lead ore, while
mine, seven miles from
the liona-Iior- a
organ, Is storing away ore that runs
from $4 to $ln a Ion.
Describing the work of the liona
llora company, Mr. Kent said:
"The liona I'nra property consists
of some Kim acres, representing "6
full claim
Incaled at the town of
Kent, seven mile from Organ, and I'll
miles from Ijis Cruces, the shipping
point. The highway running from
the mine to the railroad at l.as Cruces
allows the easy transportation of ore
from the mine and machinery and
supplies from the lallroad. The town
of Knit Is silualed 5, lull feel above
sea level and h is plenty of water and
a most excellent climate.
"The developments of tlm properly
i (insist of five shafts and the longcM
tunnel In the southwest. The deepest
'is't is down 17.1 feet; the other
shafu run from fi.1 to 14.1 feet In
depth. In the 173 foot shaft there Is
a six and a half foot vein that runs
75 a ton In gold.
Tills Is on the
fust nido of he shaft. On the wcstl
ule mere is a six fool vein which has
pay streak eighteen Inches w ble that
Mr K'enl stalls runs to 1114 a Ion In
mixed Values. The average values so
far obtained run from 14 to tl'l a ton.
There Is a 4á foot vein on the property running tin to fin In gold values.
Stephcn-soii-llennc-

MAM Kb

f

,

,

j

K.

OTKHO,
Kvarlaior.

.

'

Paso Herald.)
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ment for wages he has lost while being at the hospital.
The complaint is peculiar. It recites that the plaintiff last May was
put to work as a machinist's helper,
when he had no knowledge of maSCHOOLS FDH ITS chinery,
having never before heen in
a shop, and last June the machinist
under whom he was working ordered
him to operate an air hammer.
He declares
that the machinist
knew he wag inexperienced, and that
he was not informed of the danger in
operating the hammer, and was struck
In the eye by a flying piece of steel
and the sight destroyed.
EXPERIMENT ALREADY
He claims that the company was
willfully negligent and careless in alSTARTED IN TOPEKA lowing hlrri, with no
experience, to
take such a dangerous position, and
asks damages accordingly. A Ixis AnWill Likely be Established
in geles law firm has charge of the
plaintiff's suit. (
Albuquerque in the. 'Near
SWASTIKA MNF, fiKTS
' CAISS HAl'M'I) ÍTIKK
Future Thomas to Have
The St. Louis,. Rocky Mountain and
Pacific road, known as the Swastika
Apprentices in Charge,
route, has been receiving a large shipment
gondola cars from the St.
The Santa Fe Hallway company, Louis Car company by way of the
and Pacific and Southwestern.
always progressive and ready 1o ex- Texas
In order to get these cars moved free
periment with new methods, has an- over
the connecting lines, the road has
nounced that beginning September l
loaded with coal
a system id' Instruction for employes permitted them to be along
the southwill lie introduced
on the .system. and ties for points
Is
a plan adopted by
The "schools for apprentices" will be western. This
getting
in
its new
lirst tried in Topeka after which
if the Mexican Central
found promising, they will be ex- equipment hauled over connecting
tended to all the shops on the Santa lines for nothing, and the Swastika
has followed suit.
Fe lines. The idea has had its incepThis arrangement is proving satistion In the fertile brains of Vice President J. W. Kendrlck and Superintend- factory to both the owners and users
ent of Motive Power Alfred Lowell of the new cars, for while saving
thousands of dollars in freight charges
and Is a most interesting plan.
F. W. Thomas, who is at the pres- on the empties, the car shortage is
ent time engineer of tests, will ho relieved to a great extent. The cars
appointed to the position of supervi- that are coming from St. Louis for the
sor of apprentices.
In the Topeka Rocky Mountain road are loaded with
shops there will be five instructors coal, coke and ties and large consigntaken from the experienced employes ments of them have been coming In
of the shops whose duties wdll be to during the past week.
look after the Instructing of apprentices. One instructor will lie in charge
SUTTCTI1ES" WALK OI T
apprentices.
of twenty-fiv- e
ON rtOl'THKKN I'AOJFTC
drawing
school
There will also be a
At midnight last night eight switchwhich will be located in men employed by the Southern Pastarted
the old shop huildlng. The room which cific company in this city, quit their
will lie used for this drawdng school is work and walked out of the yards,
fifty by fifty feet and will be equipped says the Tucson Cithien.
with
drawing instru-- '
blackboards,
The men demanded that they be
ments, tables and the necessary re- peid
the hour that they are given
quirements for instruction In drawing. off atfornoon
midnight for lunch,
It is the present intention to have claiming thatand
they cannot
the boys report here two or three make sufficientotherwise
wages.
companv
times every week where they will be has heen giving tht m The
an hour for
taught In the art of mechanical drawlunch in the past, but refused to pay
ing, practical arithmetic and the rudithe men for this hour, consequently
ments of mechanics. The school hours they
walked out.
will be from 7 to 9 a. m. and from 1 to
New men were Immediately, em3 p. m., after which, time they
will
ployed
by the Southern Pacific comreport to the various foremen and
the vacancy and thero
nrocecd with their work throughout pany tonofilldelay
in the work here. Awill tie
the day.
are emThe apprentice school will corn prise ltogether sixteen switchmen
machinist, blacksmith, boilormakcr. ployed on each shift In the local yards
patternmaker, tinner, painter, and all and the men to walk out constitute
the metal working apprentices. There just half of the night crew.
At the trainmaster's office this afare at the present lime one hundred
and sixty apprentices in these depart- ternoon It was said that the company
would experience no difficulty from
ments in the Toneka shops.
The establishment of such an Insti- the walkout, and that new men could
tution in the shops of the system Is a be secured to fill the places of the
very expensive undertaking.
In the striking men as soon as a vacancy ocTopeka shops alone It will cost In llie curred.
neighborhood of thirty-liv- e
The last one of the eight men to
thousand
quit work was given his lime check at
dolíais every year.
the I ra in mastcr'ij office this afternoon
On Six Months Probation.
2 o'clock, and It was then said that
at
(lie
All the apprentice
employes
man Mould be procured tit
another
probation
a
six
willi
months
laken
provision. If at the end of that time once to take his place.
Ihey show themselves to have a mea Santa
chanical turn of mind they are kept FeO. C. Thomas, of Topeka,
railroad mati,was in t lie city yesand allowed to serve out their appren- terday.
"
ticeship. If they are lacking In mechanical Instincts: and show strong
II. X. Krhard. of Kl Paso, traveling
qualities which could be utilized in
olln r lims of service they are eared freight and passenger agent for the
Santa Fe. was in llie city yesterday.
for, otherwise liny are turned loose.
Kvldetices of good moral character
Assistant of Motive Power Jacobs
are required of all employes. Those
who are lacking in morals are nut of Topeka, accompanied by his assistwanted, The instructors will be re- ant, Mr. II. Kmerson spent yesterday
quired to look after this phase of the in the city.
life of the apprentices.
V. I!. Hrown,
district freight and
As :l ii Inducement to the apprentice
Fe, wltN
to finish Hie apprenticeship of three passenger agent JOof the Santa
Paso, was here on
years, the practice now in vogue will headquarters In
Inning the lirst year railroad business yesterday.
be maintained.
the company holds back live cents per
laA bunch of about twenty-fiv- e
In the pay of the apprentices.
da
and other n.cionul-ties- ,
Hurlng the second year, ten cents is borers, Italians
arrived in the city lasl du'iit to
held back, and during the third year,
W hen the work for the Santa Fe company.
fifteen cents Is held back.
apprentice Mulshes his three years this
Vso (if Margei'iiio in Denmark.
money which is held back Is returned
Practically all cot' on seed oil reto him together with Interest on the
amount at Hie rate of six per cent ceived by Denmark enters Into the
per annum. This gives the apprentice manufacture
For
of
niaiii'Tibu.
a m at iiltle sum at the expiration of rooking purposes pure lard aid comhis time.
pound lard are used, and the salad oil
The sons of Santa Fe employes will Is supposed to be
pjv ol've oil, but
be given the litsi chance to secure apprenticeship. However, the capacity analysis shows it 80 per cent cotton
oil. Sixteen
of the schools ill the shops is ex- oil and 20 per cent oli
margerinc plants a:-- now in operapected to be large enough to accommodate others and anyone who can tion, employing 1807 operatives. Two
satisfy the authorities of good moral margarine plant closed down during
character and other requisites will the past twelve months, and the inprobably have a chance.
country
tot supposed,
When the three years apprentice- dustry In this
ship in Hi- - shops is finished the for- to be In a very llout I. bl'ifi condition.
of ma'KJiini! in l!Hlfi
mer apprentices will immediately be The
mewas .127,253,617 pounds; lllOT.,
given posit Ions as journeymen
chanics und will receive the same
pounds; 1906, 16.6 cents
wages as others in these
positions. i'er pound; second quality, 12.3 cents
These employes will always remain per
ir 1H05, t quality, 15.5
preferred employes of the system as
per pound; secoiel quality, 11.5
the men who have been made by the cents per
pound.
Santa Fe will be able to give them cents
In addition that manufactured, the
heller service and will be mechanics
of a great deal
higher grade, and Imports of margarine in 1906 were
skilled in the mechanical demands 9.581,000
pounds; 1805, 7.458.000
of the Santa Fe.
pounds; 1904, 6,"I13,000 pounds. The
greater part of the Imported margarHist Trial in the West.
While the installation of these ine comes from Holland and the reschools will be an entirely new move, mainder from Norway and Sweden. No
meiit on the part of the Santa Fe. margarine is exported from Denmark.
the experiment has- been tried wilh The duty on the raw material will not
Pleat success In some of the stiops of permit the Danish manufacturer to
UnNew Yoik Central and Pennsylvania railroad ssi-ms- .
The
Santa compete with the manufacturer of the
Fe expects to In ing it up to the high- Netherlands, where the raw materials
free from
est
plane of development and are received practically
In time to have the highest class of duty.
No duty Is Imposed on margarMargarmechanics in the country.
ine imported into Denmark.
The establishment of tlmse schools ine manufactured In Denmark must
which are primarily for the benefit of
10 per cent sesame
he younger employes of the system contain lit least
per
cent butter fat,
15
oil,
over
not
a
very
is
commendable slcp on th'i
part of the Santa Fe. It will give must ho white In color, and the puck-ng- e
tinmust be oblong in shape. These
employes a feeling that Instead
of being a slave to a great corpora-lio- n requirements are Imposed by law to
he Is a person In w hom the Santa guard the reputation of Danish butFe lakes a personal interest. The es- ter, which Is the largest product extablishment of libraries und reading ported from that country.
rooms all along the system, liberal do.
There Is at present much agitation
nations to Hie work id the l. It. Y.
her In regard to lowering the duty on
M. C. A.'s. providing entertainments
for their emplnyci. the estubllshmcnl edible oils, as well as a change In the
of an emtdoM-s- '
magazine, together present margarine law. It Is expected
with the esfibli-limoof these schools that some action will be taken on the
lor the development of the boys and two amendments during the present
of the system Into experi year. During the past winter an ex.wiling ini-enced und finished mechanics will do periment was made
In the manufae-tur- e
deal
al
towards Increasing the
(n
of cotton oil, but the result was
loyalty to the companv of the Santa
Fc's large army of "i.flIlO employe. not satisfactory. The manufacturer
Mr. Tilomas was 3.'. years of age; claims, however .that he has succeeded
was born In Virginia and educated at In Importing the Kngllsh cotton oil
the Virginia Polytechntcal
Institute. and Improving the quality sufllclently
He served a special apprenticeship In
compete with the American prodthe Itoanoke sht'tis of the Norfolk and to
(MI.
Consular ReWestern lallroad and was made In- uct bs an edible
spector of materials for the Norfolk port,
Hiid Western
railway; master meS!ie 11I he Host.
chanic of the Hudson Valley Klectrlc
railway of New York, and In 1H02 wn
"Kn voii broke off your (l:gaR(.- made engineer of testa of the Santa rnent to Miss Tondles?"
Fe system.
Mr. Thomas will devote
"Yes; but I did It genuy.
his entire time to the education and
"How?"
Instruction of the Sania Fe' appren"Told her what my nalary was."
tices.
No one has been selec' d )ft us en- Exchange.
gineer of tests to succeed Mr. Thomas,
Jtimncra lleur ttic Monk,
WANTS $I.Vnoi ft HI
"How's things la Lonclyvllle?" asked
TIIK Miss OF AN KYK the first farmer.
HecMiise Hlmer Thompson, a ma"Kverybo.ly". on the .umfi," replied
chinist's, helper, had a eye destroyed
the
arcond 'urmer, proudly.
working
while
at the San llernnllno
"Then the automobiles hav s ruck
ahupa, he has Instituted proceeding"
against the Santa Fe utllroml com-pu- f your town, too, have (hey?" yotiker
t.o iccuver tbiirviji
in tl0 Uní ;'ul'M-- i it.
.

fee

l.-iiis-

ovcninc llus resort was Niu--rain which wrougnt
havoc willi roads and clilchc.; 'In
wea'her Is III mil cooler ha
nn nitin
A iiuinbcr of people are s
Hi these famous spriims and ,it 'be
Sulphur SpriniiH, where Mr. Wül.un
Malelle is the uroprietor of "he lx
Mr. Jl i'i'Mo haa
Hnil li.ith houses.
earned quite a reputation :n ,i "clief,"
ami his cordi.ililv and
in hit is
inviting to llie pleasure r hea'th
neeker a'i'ic.
.Wee
At the JeiniZ Splint's Hol-cieiijoylnt; iplile a p.iltonai.'.',
hotid
ever.
Is
popular
as
anil
tjuite a number of parlies are l i be
found camping at t'ebolla, mIup- the
trout fishillT Is cxi ellenl.
Itocers and Krielove. judprlel ors I'
the sawmill near Sulphur Spr'nii'.
have accepted a proposition to fu.ni-'- i
the lumber and pla c ,i roof and 'om
extra rooms on a l.il'Ki- luiililini,' iiaii
by Solero Caca al San Vsidro. Tie v

of

TO

of f 15,000 for the 'losa of the optic,
while he also asks f 500 as reimburse-

.

Paso, district
freight und jianseiiRer aRent for the
Santa Ke, who was In the city yesterday, while here announced the rute
offered by the Santa Ke to the national Grand Army of th
Republic In
Saratoga, N. Y., early In September.
There has been some complaint amouK
the Xew Mexico veterans that the
Santa Fe was discriminating against
the I.'. A. K.p and had failed to state
any rate to the encampment
from
New Mexico points.
"Delay In getting the rale arranged
for has been unavoidable," Bald Mr.
Hrown las! night, "but there has been
no discrimination against the (!. A. 11.
In fact, it is Impossible for us to discriminate In giving rates to such gatherings, and we have to offer a practically uniform rate to all of them."
The round trip to Saratoga from
all points in New Mexico north of
liincon will be $61.75, tickets to "
on sale September fi, 6 and 7, good
for return lo and Including September
17. with the privilege of extension to
October 6, by the payment of u $1
H. Hrown,

V.

FE

HAVE

22,1907

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Male

WANTED

HELP

EliStniiiK

buy, 1 or 18 yuara old, to
make himself useful. The Leader, 311 W.
Central avenue.
Milkera at JJeamek'a dairy, 1902
WANTED

WANT

N.

IUNIBli

I

Personal Property Loans

Fourth atreet.

Lion Store,

A Boy with bicycle.

WANTED

'

Central avenue.
Flrat clans waiter. tíanla Fe
restaurant, under Savoy liotol.
Porter, SantaTÍ'e restaurant, unWANTED
On Furniture, Pianos, GrganB, Horses,
der Kavoy hotel.
WANTED
Three bell boya at the Alvarado Wagons and other Chattels; also on
220 W.

Salaries and Warehouse. Receipts, as
Hotel.
WANTED
Man or woman
for general low aa $10.00 and tta high as 1160.00.
Loans are quickly made and Btrlcuy
work at Hotel Navajo.
Tlmfi- flnsi mnnth ta one
WANTED A Mexican boy or other help to nplvat
work In kitchen. Apply at Santa Fe year given. Goods to remain In your
hoapltal.
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
WANTED
Stokers at the gaa plant Apply Call and see us belore borrowing.
at he Gaa Plant.
Steamship tickets to and from all

,

.

CARDS.

PROFESSIONAL

Money to Loan

WANTED

ATTORNEYS.
R. W. D. BRYAN e
Attorney at Law.
Office In First National Bank Building'
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
PHYSICIANS

DR.

KITRGiTONR.

ANT

BCRTON
Physician and Surgeon '
Highland Office. 610 S. Walter street.
Ainuquerque. in. m. rnone n. ioso.
S. L.

parts tit the world.
K. L. HUST
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Physician and Surgeon
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
W"aÑTBD Ladles desiring MlUlnery at lass
Rooms 6 and 8, N. T. Armljo Building
PRIVATE OFFICES.
than oost to call on Miss Orane, 614 North
Albuquerque, New Meilro.
OPEN EVENINGS.
Millinery and dressmaking
Second street.
Parlors; alno apprentices wanted.
3034 West Central Avenue DRS. SHADRACH & TULL
A woman for seni-raWANTED
housework.
Practice Limited
1'. O. Rex r.ts, Uant l.as Vegas, N. M.
Eye, Ear, Noce Throat.
Woman cook at the university;
WANTED
Miscellaneous
Oculist and Aurist for Ran ta IT enasi
FOR SALE
good wages and no extra housework.
linea. Office 313
West Ceñirá! ave.
Address T., care Morning Journal, giving
Hours: 9 to 12 a.m.: 1 3 f to R n m
references.
FOR SALE Gentle pony and saddle. Ad.

l

WANTED
general housework;
Girl fur
good wages.
Mrs. A. B. McGaffey, 1123
Tllerns rend.

LOST AND FOUND
book wllh two keys on ring.
Finder please return to Journal office and
reward.

l, )ST

1'ockt--t

receive

MISCELLANEOUS
RUTHERFORD la again doing all
kinds of hair work. Cull 617 South Broad-

MRS.

way.
MONEY

TO LOAN On real
cslate, In
sums to suit. W. P. Metoalf, 321 Clold
avenue,
HH'.H CLASS I'HUI'OSITION
Life insurance agents wanted In all parts of New
Reserve Company. SplenMexico by a
did contract for good men. Cull or write M.
V. SHE11KESEE.
324 South Edith street,
N.

M.

MININO STOCKS.
Tho following Boston quotations aro fur-the- lr
nlshed by K. Graf & Co.. brokers, over
own private wire to Albuquerque,
N. M.,
August 21. l'JOT.
II
nsy,
Amalgamated Copper
no
I.'
4r,(4
Anaconda
Allouex
as
st l
(it

5

Arizona Commercliil
American Saginaw

9
10

Atlantic
Consolidated

Mostnn

1

Itlngham

to
14
U

Cenli-nnla- l

. .

.

. .

..

. . .

Calumet and Arizona
('upper Range .. ..

.

1

(III

7
20

fri)

Helvetia
.

.

.

.

Michigan Mining
Mohawk Mining
Nevada Consolidated .
North Ilutte
MplxKlng
eld Dominion
Osceola
I'arrott Mining
iulncy Mining
Ithode l.lanil
Sania Fe Copper . .
ShatlBoll
Superior and Pittsburg

Tiiinarack
Trinity
I'niti'd Copper
I'tah Consolidated

.

.
.

,,. ..

Wolverine
Victoria;
lulo Royale
Globe Consolidated,
Raven

s

. .

,

Tí

(it!

3

14

WANTED

Miscellaneous

i,

WANTED Waiter or waitress at the Vendóme Hotel, $25 per month.
df
6
o'4 WANTED Board and room by lady, not
an Invalid, In private Protestant family.
SS
in 102
1 2
6l 12
Address H. & It., care of Morning Journal.
3
2"im
WANTED Office man, 17 years' experience,
s mi
8 Vj
Refer Fourth National
wauls position.
1 1
(n
11
Itunk, Ex- - Gov. W. E. Stanley, Wichita,
lie
till
67 '4 Kansas.
W. W. Parkinson, this office, or
1 o
df 10V4
Moriarily, N. M.
4
64 iff
Position by first cluss stenogWANTED
7 V3 fi
Address Mayer,
rapher and bookkeeper.
(ii' .10
2 !M
Morning
care
of
Journal.
I 1II4
102
experl-ence- d
1 1 '
by
thoroughly
WANTED
Situation
i 'in 15
II (
bookkeeper; healthy, suber effi'li 115
3
M. Barden, care of
cient; city references.
'i ' 4
Morning Journal.
i 4 2
1 .1
1 :i v,
dv
WANTED
Lmher teams to haul lumber
1 4
in 11
frum our mill In Coehltl Canon 'o Do&n
'ii N.'i
mingo, 22 miles; rood reads and rood wa1;
k 'iv 17
ter. Address Domingo Lumber Co., Thorn-te65
3

i

In

tj

(a
'ni
Sl

ni,

nn

li

'n

'4 in

5
11
1

bid

LI,

191
21

H3
II

liranby

4

Arno.
Sewing machine, dresser, wash- stand, lady's bike. Room 3 urani diock
FOR SALE We have some good cows for
sale. Albora Hrotners
FOR SALE Frame eottuge, modern and In
good order: located on west side, near
park. Address 123, care Morning Journal.
FUR SALE Light, 4 spring mountain wag-n1218 West Central avenue.
Enquire. 110 West
FOR SALE Iron safe!
Gold Ave.
FOR BALE Bull terrier pups, bred from
F. II.
the best Pitt stock in America.
Casey, Hox 183, Las Cruces, N. M.
oven
and
FOR SALE One large size sand
60 bread pans; $'-bo quick. 305 S. Second street.
FOR SALE Two cottages and four corner
lots, cheap. Klrster'a Cigar Factory.
FOR SALE Drug store; 13,000 stock; good
reason for selling; only drug stare In
town; for further particulars write E. E.
Berry, Estancia. N. M.
FOR SALE Five room brick house, fur- screened
or unfurnished; two
nished
porches and shado trees. Also one lot on
Also set of histories,
University Heights.
"Nations of the World." 00 volumes at $22.
Inquire at residence, John Wclnzlrl, 410 S.
Arno st.
FOR SALE A good top buggy for sale
cheap.
N. W. Alger, 124 South Walter
street.
tf.
FOR
SALE Aermotor windmills,
tanks
and substructure. Wnlklng & Son, 707
North Eighth street, phone 14S5.
tf
S.

151

i V,

imvls Daly
Kant Itutlc

111

..KjO

...

liriin Arizona

11

(III

r

4

.. .,
.. .

it

'li' 12 4

1 1

Hlack Mountain
llutle Coalition
I'linibcrland Ely

5 'A

16

15Vi
.

dress íl'U

FOR SALE

r.:iyj

Si

144
li

Hi
1V4

N.

HOMKOPATHS.
DR3. BRONSON & BRONSON

4

Plomeopathlo
Physicians and Surgeona.
Over Vann'a drug store. Fhome:
Office
and residence. 828. Albu
querque, N. M.
DR. W. M. SHERIDAN
Homeopathic
Physician and Surgeoa.
Occidental Life Building, Albuqner-qu- e.
New Mexico. Telephone ggg.
VETERINARY.
WM. BELDBN
Veterinary.
Phone 405. Rosidence 402 S. Edith.
DENTISTS.
'
DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgeen.
Rooms
Barnett Building. Phone
744, Appointments mude by mall.
3,

ARCHITECTS.
RF. W. 'SPENCEArchiteot.
Rooms 46 and 47. Barnett Building.
ASSAYEKS.
W. JCNKS
Assayer, Mining A Metallurgical

Engineer.

609 West Fruit avenue, Poetofflc Box
173, or at office of F. H. Kent, 112
Smith Third street.
CIVIL ENGINEERS
PITT ROSS
County Surveyor,
Attorney before U. S. Land
Ument. Land Scrip for aale. Civil an- .
rjrlneerlng.
Gold Ave., Oppdslte Morning Journal

LIBERTY

LADIES' COLLEGE

14 miles from Kansas City.
Hlgheat
In Letters, Sciences, Art.
Unusually

faculty.

grade
strong

American
Mozart
Conservatory.
An Emerson Piano aa prim? In May Festival
Contest. For full Illustrated catalog address
C. M. WILLIAMS.
Tresldent. I.lbertv, Mo.

FE TIME TABLE.

SANTA

am

M.

WANTED
Clean cotton rags at the Morning Journal office.
A certain
WANTED
number of boarders
pay your fixed expenses; every one above
that number pays you a profit; you can always keep the number right by using the
want columns of the Morning Journal.

Jtth.)

(Effective June

From the iCast
FOR I'l HI. (CATION.
Arrive. Depart
Department of the Interim-- Land office at
10. 1, Southern Sal. Exp
7:4Sp 8:110 p
Sania Fe, New Mexico, August 111. I'.IOi.
No. 3, California
p 1 ;00 p
12.20
....
Limited
(lu-rulhereby
ts
given
Eplfanlo
Hint
Notice
FOR RENT
Rooms
No. 7, North. Cal. Ktftit Mall.. .10:56 p 13:46 p
of Albuquerque, N. M., has llb-notice
No. 9. El r. A Mcx. Csty Exp . 11:46 p 13:20 t
proof
of his intention to make llnal five-yeFrum the Went
In support of tils claim, viz: llonien(ead en-li- y FOR RENT
Three furnished rooms.
N(,. ll.diii, made May 15. lmi". for the
No. I, Chicago Fast Mali..,',', 1:00
1:25 a
106 S. Broad way.
NW'4 Section 12. Township 10 N Range 2 Full HK.V'r Room ami hoard In private No. 4, Chicago Limited
6:60 p 4:10 p
W., and that said proof will be made before
No. 8; Chi. & Kan. City ffixp.. 1:40 p 7:30 p
family at 511 South Third street.
H. W. S. Otero, I'nlteii Stales Court Com
From the South
RENT Two rooms iu modern house;
missioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on October,
No. 10, Chl Den. ft K. C. I)xi:J0a 7:00 p
r,,
i
close in. 320 W. Lead.
11107.
No. 10 connects at La my with, branch train
He names the following witnesses to prove Klllt RENT
Furnished room. !i N. Secfor Santa Fe and stops at all local points In
tils continuous reHhleiiee upon, and cultivaond.
tion of, the land, viz: Cipriano Sanchez, of
T. K. PIIRDT Agent
RENT Four furnished looms for light New Mexico
I'lilarito. N. ,M ; Felipe Herrera, of Atriseo,
housekeeping; furnish coal and wood for
N. M.; Ellas I'havez, of Albuquerque,
N. M. ; f- a month. ;i'M W. Cromwell.
Gabriel Chavez, of Albuquerque, .V. M.
apartment!
FOR RENT Modern
MAN I' EL K. OTERO.
.
MORNING JOURNAL WANTS
bath, gas ranee, and electric light. InRegister.
quire at KU N. 4th St.
BRING RESULTS.
.lust (lieneil.
FOR RENT Uno of the most desirable
first door front rooms In the highlands,
Owen Hinsdale, former proprietor of the
Grand Central Hotel, bus taken charge of close In. One or two gentlemen preferred.
Call at 311 S. Arno Hi
the Ma.ii sllc House. J205 South First street, No health seekers.
and atler u complete remodeling upons t to KOK RENT pleasant furnished rooms at J. D. Eaklr Pres.
Chae. Mellnl, iscy
the public under the name of the Hotel
O. Olomt, Vice Pres.
601 fl. Third street.
0. Baahechl, Trees '
Everything In Hie house is new
I'alucc.
Nicely-furnisroom, 72"bT
and first cluss In every particular, includ- FOR KENT
Edith.
ing elei'ti'lr: lights, bath, and all modern
Mr. Dlnsdalo Is an old and FOR RENT Room suitable for two, wllh
or without hoard. 62S W. Copper avenue.
experienced hand In the hotel business, and
Successors to Mellnl A Eakln
we here bespeak for him the success that his FOR RENT Three furnished housekeeping
and Bachechl A Oloml
it,
nerves.
Inte! entoriit-tHrooms. Address 104 Po. Broadway.
WHOLESALE
IIEALKKÜ IN
ROOMHFOR KENT A fesTn Icei yfufñlshed
rooms with use of bath, by the week ui WINES.
LIQUORS & CIGARS
No Invalids taken. Hotel Cralge.
month.
Silver Ave.
We handle everything In our line.
FOR RENT Neatly furnished rooms at Write for IllUHtrated
Catalogue and
very low prices. The La Vet
Rooming Price List,
ALL
isaued to dealer
only.
111 West Lead
avenus.
House,
Mr. J.
Telephone l.lg
,
Fleming.
tf roRNin
BAII.KOA
ht.
TKKF.Tfl
IIOIHIIIT
rorFFR avr
FOR RENT Modern rooms and board, 1 25
AMI HOI. II. COUHt.Sl'OM)ICN(ja
per month. Mrs. Eva L. Craig,
101
SOULlXtU.
Himrh Peeonrt street, npsrsirs
NOTK

K

Consolidated Liquor

REDUCED

Go,

Points

first

e

-

STORAGE
WANTED Pianos, household, goods, etc..
stored safely at reasonable rates. Phone
640.
The Security Warehouse A Improve- men f Co. Offices in the Orant Block, Third
street and Central avenue.
'

FOR RENT

MOORE'S
Mrmlier

Dwellings

North Third Street
Dealer In
IMtOVISIONR. CHAIN
Hay and Fuel, l'liic linn of Imported
tont;
South
. Wine,
Uqtior"
and Cigar. Tlaro jronr
FOR RENT Fine ul la f a pasture for rent; order
for HiIh lino lino with tin.
plenty of water; In rlly limits; fi per
month,
i'hone 420, I R. Thompson.
A FULL BET OF TKKTH
rOI
FOR 1ÍEÑT 3 room cottage, furnished for

TICKET OFFICE FTiRlYlTurn
Hromlway.
10B

of American TUkst
llnikers' Association.

US West Central

Avmii.

AIIaqnrqtM

housekeeping; balh, gas, and electric light.
.
Apply at 1024 N. Fourth.
house, furnished or unFOR RENT
furnished; close In. Apply Jlankln and
Co., A r ml Jo Hldg. or phone 14U7.
FOR KENT Knur room cottage with modInquire of A. A. Trimern conveniences.
ble, tm N. Arnn street.
wn
house with-laFOR RENT
and
large barn. Address 413 Honth Broadway.
FOR RENT Twelve aers ranch, close In;
mostly alfalfa. Ilk Copper avenue.
Foil" RENT Tte r three roomñouai
W, V.
furnished or unfurnished.
MI2 Boiith Second atreet

Chums

OUOCEUII--S-

.

iSrmi
field CrnwM

...

$8
n

...,.

,,i ,

itSS

,

r. . . . , .IM.M
Hold Fillings, upwards from.....
II. M
Painless I'.i traction
All Work Absolutely Uuarenteed.

DRS.

C0PP

&

PETTIT,

Room 12, N. T. Armljo Bulldlna?

A L II II O V li It Q V K
Foundry and Machine Works.

It.

I.

Hull, rrotirlotor.

Iron and Urnas Castings, Ore, Coal, and
Lumber Cars, Tulleyt.
rata liara, Babbitt
Real Estate
FOR SALE
Metal, Columns and Iron Fronte for Dulld.
Inns, Itepalrs on Mining and Milling MaKult HALE Aire property suitable for
chinery our specialty. FOUNDRY, East Hide
chicken ranih, 3 to 6 acres, wllh fruit nf Railroad
Track, Albiiqueriue. New Meilrn
trees: on main ditch one mile from renter
of city; price per aire leas than a clly lot.

linón)
Cromwell building.
I'OH HA I. E Cheap, if houitht soon; lm
proved alfalfa and fruit ranch of 4 arrea,
S room
cottage; North 12th, near Indian
ai'hont, F. J. MiMullen, Albuquerque.
"
delicious
are nur
nourishing breads and FOlt" HA E A snap
frame house",
nna location In Highlands,
modern. In
health)! growing children.
Your children
Dunbar's.
all furnished. Price 18.000.
and our bread should lx Inseparable. I'lcnty
FOfl HALE A five room house, also aa
(
of Itutler remn Bread and good, sweet but
elxht room house, latter furnished or unfurnished, both modern; close In; aheap this
ler will save man dorters' bills. All of aur week; also two sealed carrlaae, nearly new.
haka shifts arc a delight (a the dainty at all Innutra 623 East Central avenue.
brick house, fur.
roil HALE A five-mu.
i
tintea. ,
nlaned, on Houih H mart way: modern; with
stable, chicken house and yard. This plane
three- Iota; nlee
shade trsea. Price,
. has
Inquire IM'MIMt, comer Uold
IM0O.OS.
"
20Í SO. MUST KT.
avenue and Third street.
tf

PIONEER BAKERY

Toti & Gradi

-

Arthur E. Walker
I'lre IiiMiramv.

Secret nrj Motiial

ritillilinar
I'lioilo
II 7H Heat Central Avenue.
Ammh-IiiIIih-

II lT.AlRir.TlAV0
A

Ran, rttrt.ni Ru
I iKPWd TB

JltYC
fir tin n
fVrr
l f
txn
h

ftiTSLE

.pills:

Rit

Jf

f i ir.t
..
at Htwr K1 fill.
Wtlt Mtitl tUm mm

rr no,
riiM.
Hb4 jimii

ihn

far

FRENCH

6U5.

r rr.
tfim iv lit

MWf aVf

H''ir
tient

i

4 f Mala

lutt..

trtl.

M( 4tiu(tll

tar
iM
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Sold In Mbuquetqut by the I. H. O'Ke.'.'.'y

Co.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

r
v

J,r!- -

iier vets Kevenae
After Sben

,

LUMBERJACK BEATS

VICTIM WITH

ill

,

-

THE WM. FARR COMPANY,

Richelieu
Months Grocery
113

PIPE

IN FKK8H AND HALT MEATS
Mann Specialty
For Cattle and Hogs the Biggest Market Prices is Pstfl

DRUGGIST

OPEN FOR BUSINESS

In revenge for smashing his door
Tom Jonun.
lumberjack and gambler, admits he almost killed a Mexican boy near Ketner with an Iron pipe. Jones, after being bound over to the grand jury foras-- .
suult with Intent to kiH by Justice of
the Peace John Woods of Ketner, was
brought In here last night by Officer
G.
P. Murray of the territorial
mounted police, and lodged In the
Uernalillo county jail for safe keeping.
The victim of Jones' rage was
a native boy named Jose Gonzales.
point of
He Is at
the
death, suffering from the fearful injuries received at the hands of his
assailant. The assault occurred at the
lumber camp of Horabln and McGaf-fesome six miles from Ketner. Officer Murray has the pipe with which
the assault was committed.
It Is a
h
pipe, thirty-eigInches
long, a terrible weapon in the hands
of an enraged man. It Is said that
Jones, who had been drinking, caino
up behind his victim and dealt him
a blow over the back of the head with
the pipe, knocking the mnn senseless. He. then Jumped on the prostrate and Insensible native, kicked
him and beat him with his lists and
made his getaway. Mounted Policeman Murray was notified and after
an all night search, located his man
and arrested him at Thoreau upon
the following day, August 16.
Jones Is said to have a very unpleasant record. He Is charged with
beating one of the O'Keefe brothers
over the head with a
some
"time ago, but Is said to have never
been arraigned because O'Keefe would
not press the charge against him.
"The reason I beat up the boy,"
Bald Jones, after being arrested, "was
that I wanted to get even with him.
Seven months ago he walked into my
place and kicked the door down."
That Jones made a painstaking attempt to kill his man there can be
no doubt. At any rate the retaliation
for so slight an offense as kicking a
door down appears a trifle severe,
Officer Murray has been a busy man
In the Zum mountain country lately
and has made a number of Important
captures, giving the cause of law and
order some very effective assistance in
the lawless section in that part of Valencia county. Mr. Murray will remain here today to confer with District Attorney Clancy before returning
y,

T,RT7QITFRQUJ3

We are now open for business and only new goods
peep at you from all directions in the Richelieu Grocery Store.

W.

Mgr.

your patronage.

JUVENILE

S

KIH

SIZE PAPER AND

these.

It is

wire nails, assorted plain ápd
barbed, from the smallest up to 2 Vi Inch, 9
ounces In neat tin box, the box
5c

when you Compare Values that we are most certain of

Puckett, who recently aplor divorce from his wife and
then withdrew the complaint and effected a reconciliation, declares that
he was misinformed aboiit his wife or
jie would not have taken the hasty
action he did. It will be remembered
he accused Edward Shields of alienating his wife's affections and that
by Justice,
30
Shields was fined
of the Peace McClellan. Puckett
originally
stated that when he
left his wife at their home at Medicine
go
to Oklahoma on busiI)dge to
ness, she met Shields atid came to
Albuquerque with the latter, who, ac
cording to the evidence in police court
frequently visited Mrs. Puckett at the
house where she was staying in Old
Albuquerque. Mr. Puckett has mudo
the following statement for publication:
Editor Morning Journal.
wish to state that on arriving In
Albuquerque 1 was too ready to be.
lleve ull I heard about my wife. If
;ilt"il
would
I hod
have saved
1

twice ai

Cider contain

much alcohol as Fa but Oluo

Kibton lieer, yet people generally agree that cider is
temperance beverage inai
even children can drink.

Pabst

Enameled on heavy steel base, 13',i
Inches In diameter, hole on edge for hanging, each
15c

one that every housekeeper in

Regular sl.o, good tough aUick, double Unen
sewed, wire bound, hard handle, plush cap,
each
15c

should take

WHISK BROOMS.

ad-

HAND

15c

WIRE SINK STRAINERS.
Galvanized Wire Sink Strainers, with feet,
15c
tin bound tops, triangle shape, each

KITCHEN SETS.
Consists of one largo heavy tinned Hasting
Spoon, polished steel blade Cake Turner,
and polished tinned steel Meat Fork, per
1 5c
set

1-

FAMILY MEAT CLEAVERS

TABLE OIL CLOTH.
First finality

Oil Cloth. 46 Inches wide. In
plain White, Marble and Fancy Colors, the
yard
20c

HANDY KNOBS.
Fancy turned Jtlack Enameled Knob, with
nut and washers, for Tea or Coffee Pot, 2
,
for .
5c

MUCILAGE.
David's Pure (Sum Mucilage, 2 ounce rone
bottles, extra heavy, will neither sour nor
mould, the bottle with brush
5c

-?

CLOTHES

Beer of Quality

.!. ?lr. ftlrfwhoi, an! is rich in tho
.

ex-

of malt and hnr
that aid thdiKMtion,build
up the blood, and promote
tractive

bialüu
Kiiu'dt Mt'jcrH

jiSM,vV, B!H;r ,vc

123,

"ft"

r$.

1

iL IJ
I
t

Co.,

,

Alliuiiicntie

BONE COLLAR

5c

for

Walkover Shoes for hoy..

V--

BUTTONS.

Warranted one piece Itonn Collar Ituttons,
one do.i'ii on curd, the card
5c

Phone

BOATRIGiT,

ffl.

PINS.

Two and a half do.en first quality hard
wood clothes pins In carton, the carton.. 5c

Special price for this week, 2

Polished and tempered steel blade, 7x2 Vi
inches, 5 Inch polished wood handle, with
nickeled ferrule, eye for hanging. A very
15c
handy thing fur any kitchen, each

BRUSHES.

llightly finished varnished beechwood, solid
back, oval shape, 2
Inches, oft white
brlstiea, llnely made, each
15c

,

best

17 Inch,
. . ,75ío

each.

Straight cloth lined Buggy Whip, loop top,
high finish, six feet long, each
...10c

just half what you will have to
pay for them at any other time.
It simply represents a special
effort on our part to boom our
business, and at the same time
is a Saving to those who take
advantage of it. This Snap
consists of four styles of Glass
ounce table
Tumblers, 8
size, slightly tapering shape,
and good clear glass. They
are the regular 5 cent goods.

WIRE SKIRT HANGERS

handkerchief,

1013.

und J2.50

t

O

0
Heavy General Rains
Have
Upon
Followed
Demand of
Hardinge That the Territory
Get a Good Soaking,

The Monarch

to
t

Grocery Co,,

307 W. Central Ave.

COME ON BOYS, THEY ARE FREE

t

weather man Ih often the tarTYPEWRITER RIBBONS
it K"0l d''"' of InillmTliiilnat'S
hIhiicIit ami from time Immemotliil In
tryiiiK to dole out weather to milt AND CARBON PAPER.
everyone he han miceeeded In pleuxliiK
W hsvs A complfls stock of thfl wnlt
Hut New Mexico Iiam a
no one.
unit
made good. known I'nrtir's Tytwwrltxr nilihon
weather man who ha
'i
manufactured by lh
Act line Section Dlrei tor llardltiKe In ('rhonInk fiimimny.
hlM report for the week ending lat
Thes rltnihni r KUrant1 to ha
Monday stated that a k nerul rain
and ahanlulHy aatlafarti.ry.
wan liudly needed. That tho Kcneral
Wo
rnrrv thm in all cnlnri and fur all
rain has tome will be attteated by the maks!
of machín.
Kcneral public. Albuquerque and thu
I'rine 711 era la eailii S7.ÍM pvr dntea,
Hiit Orando valley ha received th"
IMMtpald.
most thorough mmklng In month and
a far a can be learned tho rain lias
Bl-- t olor niuobna, f I 00
uh, pMtpald.
been pretty general and ban been tilnw
and oteady enough to noak Into ibe
Carbon Paper.
running off. The
ground without
Wa carry carbon sapor la eelora ef
rain rontlnued general yeaterday over
purta. riisck and blua, and In tha follh territory and tin Intermittent tímlowing hranris:
ale fell In Albuquerque, all day. Tho
change In the weather ha been of aoaaantsr, Thin, Hard, Non Hmut.
J M
boa
Incalculable benefit to the farmI anil
the I'rotKsalonal, Modlmn, Hard,
The following
the rutiRe.
t,
AngUMt,
1901,
weekly nummary to
pnr hoc
M 00
by the elimatuloglcal service at
Ciinimori'lHl, Maitium Hoft Finish,
í'o
yexterday:
Santas
3 00
ha
The weather of the mt week win
)raon, Mmlhim Hard,
characterized by fewer cloud than
1 M
par boa.
I
enon. warm, Kullry,
UHual at thl
day, and a light. Infrequent rainfall THKHK I'KKKH AKK ALL I'ONTPAIl).
than normal.
that wa much le
H.lid us a trial nrdwr and wa will b
of the RouthwcHtcru
Many tallón
no rainfriends.
reported
territory
half of the
Home of the
fall liming the week.
northern and western Htatlotm had
F.J. HOUSTON COMPANY
fairly good shower on the 12th, ltith
KNTItAI, AVK.
IOS WKKT
and 17th, but the distribution of the
rainfall wa quite Irregular and, on
the whole. Insufllclent. A general rain
I
badly needed.
1
1 IKK
I'm Hi W f'r naatnral
were abnormally
The temperature
liar
in Oaiiiai. liona
éit
high during the week, particularly
VI
IkVHIrl
IrtiUOoaa or uliwr.tioat
I. Mrvni.r. " tif tnucoBS tainaior.fiMl
during the latter part. Some of the
nK Wkna
Pl iim
Nation along the Hotithern Paelllc: In
HIUjChbi' "D. f.nt
or
orfnu..
the Kotith western part of the territory,
BoM
hy
ClsCiA'l,l
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JtrdflMt,
degree
report teinpwituie above l0
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aut
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get for

SHOES,
SCHOOL

WE WANT TO SELL YOUR PARENTS THE SUIT,
FOR
HAT, WAISTS, SHIRTS AND UNDERWEAR
WHICH BEGINS SEPTEMBER 3.

0o
o
o
o
0o
o
o

.

l'tr,

Car-tsr-

0

A

tr

PAIR

STILTS

PATENTED

OF

FREE WITH BOYS'

WILL BE GIVEN ABSOLUTELY

MER-CHANDI-

SALES
SAVE OUR
TEN DOLLARS' WORTH
PAIR WILL BE GIVEN TO YOU.

AMOUNTING TO

o

lr

BlueRibbon
Tte

Don't

This is a Snap that you do not
get a chance at very often, it is

4

a

1

them.

BUGGY WHIPS.

can buy them for this week is

O ray

Improved pattern Skirt Hanger, tho
thing out to hang a skirt on, each

hemstitched

AVhlte

vantage of, as the price you

O

WEATHER MAN

on

good quality linen finish Lawn,

RESPONDED 10

V.

S Second

WEEK ONLY

Albuquerque

ENAMELED WASH BASIN.

D.

only

205

I;

Notions, Etc. You may search the town as

EXTRA SPECIAL FOR THIS

Ilright steel

Can some while it is
cheap and other fruit
is scarce.

quantities, per lb.,

W. Central Ave;

MEN'S HANDKERCHIEFS

FAMILY NAIL BOX.

:

In

117

ACIICET

EN-

Ansortel, ,very handsomely embossed and
Illuminated boxes, with Kood quality woven
paper and envelopes of high llnlali, tied
with silk cord, tho box
10c

,

PROVIDENCE HAS

-

-

and fifteen cent counters have hundreds of handy and useful articles

Our fine, ten

VELOPES.

RliUBARl

Dump

will not find values to equal

-

fail to look them over.

llve-ye-

Cures Selalle.
Itev. W. I,. Itlley, I,!,.I.. Cuba, New York,
writes: "After 15 days of excruciating pain
from
dalle rheumatism. undor various
treatments, I was Induced to try Tlallard'i
Snow I.lnlment; the first application giving
my first relief and the second entire relief.
I can give It unqualified recommendation."
J.'ic, Coc 1. Sold by J. H. O'ltlelly Co.

Takes Back all the Things He
Said or Thought About His
Wife Since the Reconciliation
H.

BLUE FRONT.

T

PUCKETT

plied

wishyou

I

WILLIAMS DRUG CO

FILLED.

Gold

close as you

POULTRY NETTING,

GARDEN HOSE.

drug-gtat- a.

,

,

TENTS, WAGON COVERS,
RANCH SUPPLIES,

We offer this week, Bargains in Small Wares, Kitchen and Housefurnishing

d

''

CAREFULLY

as

Herlitne
flonrtpra the ti lie more fluid and thus helps
the bloud to flow; It afford! prompt relief
from blllouancsa, IndlKc-stlnn- ,
lick and nervous headaches, and over Indulgence In food
and drink.
O. 1,. Caldwell, agent. M. K. & T. It. R..
Oheentah, Ind. Ter., writes:
"I was lick
for over two year! with enlargement of the
liver and spleen.
The doctors did me' no
good, and I had riven up all hope of being cured when my druggist advised mo to
use Heroine.
It has made me sound and
well." 50c. Sold by J. H. O'Rlellly Co.

er

E

ORDERS

204

F. F. TROTTER,

Enamelware,

Cutlery,

Whenever you want your Prewrtptlons filled promptly and accurately o
if you waut DRUGS and MEDICINES ecnt up to your bouse In a Hurry.

H. I)iFOX. Secretary anrUMauager.

ed.

Between R. R. end Copper Aves.

CaJl Up Telephone 789

KJ

MAIL

AUG

5113

THE MOST POPULAR BECAUSE THE BEST.

The rtualeat Drug Store Betweea Denver and loe Angele.

carry 'the finest
stock of staple and fancy
groceries in the South
west, and the Richelieu
Brand can not be surpass
We

TO GO TO LOS ANGELES

ht

Ml,

S.

5

Winona Wagons, McCormick Mowers and Harvesters

IíAS VFOAS

a Morning Journal Want Ad

Try

There are many people in Albuquerque both the
and the
younger generation, who will hear
with genuine regret that Rev. William D. Clayton, for the past twenty-fiv- e
AM) (KROMMO
years a resident of Albuquerque
THK
MH'OKKtIS
and vicinity, left last night for Los PLAY HALL NlMlAY Al'TLKNOOX,
Angeles to nvuke his home henceforth
3, AT O'CLOCK. KOOTK.KS AMI
in that city with his son, W. Moore IIOONTKKN iit.T HI HY AND A'l'TKM).
SO CKm
ADMISSION
Clayton, formerly a well known real
estate man here.
NOTICK FOK PI HI.ICATIOX.
Itev. William lVClayton has led ft
varied and Interesting career and has Department of the Interior, Land Office at
Sitnta Ke. New México, August 1, 1!H7.
been closely identified with the hisNotice Is hereby given that Juan Antotory of New Mexico for the past quarnio (Jurule. of Old Albuquerque, N. M.. has
ter of a century. He came to this ter- Hied
notice of his Intention to make II mil
ritory from Missouri, and has been
proof In support of his claim, vis.:
preaching in various pulpits almost all Homestead Kntry No. ll.liil, made May 15,
the time since his arrival here. He 11HI7. for the N
SVi. SB 4 V"4 KWVt.
was for years pastor of the Methodist SIJ'iHec. 12. Township 10 N, lliinge 2 W. and
Episcopal church, South, in Albuquer- Dial said proof win be made before 11. W. S.
que, and has had charges all over the Otero. I'm ted States Court Commissioner at
M.. on October 6. Mil".
territory In that denomination.
He Albuquerque. N'. following
witnesses to prove
mimes the
his frequently held the position of, hisliecontinuous
upon, and cultiva-lioresidence
chaplain with Masonic lodges, and was
In
Sanchez, of
Cipriano
of. the.
ml. vis:
fur several terms grand chaplain of Palmito. N. M : Felipe Herrera, of Atrlsco,
X. M.
the grand lodge of New Mexico.
Kilns Chavez, of A llmqucrquc, N. M.',
Kev. Mr. Clayton's ministerial work Oubrlcl Chuvez. of Albuquerque, X. M.
MANTEL 11. OTKliO,
has been conscientious and effective,
Register.
and he will be greatly missed not only
from Albuquerque, but from the terriNOTICK I OK PI HI.ICATIOX.
tory. Although of advanced age, he
of the Interior. Land Office at
has continued halo and active and Department
Ko.
New Mexico. August M, l!i7.
Santa
living a life of varied usefulness.
Notice Is hereby given that Virgil Sparks.
Although the public generally Is faf Albuquerque.
N. M.. has filed notice of
miliar with his work as a, minister, his Intention to make dual commutation
few are aware that Mr. Clayton has proof In support of his claim, viz: Homebeen something of a "fighting parson" stead Entry No. s.nti, made December 1Í.
Townxhlp I"
in his time.
At one time he led a IliO.V for the SK'4 Section
posse of eighty determined men out X. liunge 3 K. and Hint until )lv.f will be
H.
l
W.
Otero,
ulled Stales
before II.
of Socorro on the trail of Gerónimo, made
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M..
west.
the Apache scourge In the palmy days on
6. MoT.
October
of that now peaceable and superan
He names (lie following witnesses to prove
ChnmlwrtHln'ii f'nllr, Cholera anl IMnrrhwm nuated Indian demon. The posse hud his i linuoua resldonce upon, and eulilva- Krmrily Itillrr Than Thru. Ietur.
some arduous expcrlunees and some tlon of, the land, viz.: Allan II. Hone,
"Three yrara axo me had thre doctor! with that were exciting, but they did not
Ablcrete. l'Mwnnl F. Otero, Manuel-ltour little boy unit everything that thy get Gerónimo. The wily chief eluded
Swope, ull ft Albuquerque.
roulil (In areined In vain. At taut, when all
MANUHI, It. OTKltO.
hope accmed to ho irorm we besan using his pursuers as he did many other
Ueglster.
Chttmoprlfiln'i Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea bands In New Mexico and the southwest.
"If we had found him he
Remedy and In a few hours ho began to Improve. ' Todny he I
healthy a child an would never have gone to Florida,"
párenla rould wl.h for." Mr. B. J. John-ain- said Mr. Clayton last night in telling
Linton, Mass. For aale by all
of his early experiences In the territory. And Mr. Clayton says It In a
way that carries conviction.
Mr. Clayton was accompanied by his
wife and daughter.

two-Inc-

KELLY & COMPANY

GROSS,

LAWN MOWERS;
REFRIGERATORS,
GARDEN TOOLS.

.

Wool, Hides aftd Pelts
a Specialty.

OLD TIMER LEAVES CITY

rs

Avenue

Wholesale Merchants

k5?
Clergyman Who Has Lived In
Albuquerque and Vicinity for
Years
the Past Twenty-fiv- e
to Make His Home on Coast

Central

Hardware,

Shelf

THE PRESCRIPTION

út

and 117 North First Street

115

B.RUPPE

WEST GOLD AVE.
Telephone 235

203 West

CUITOH CHASED

seven months previous,

líiaEslS

Wholesale and Retail

DEALER

Store

money and my wife's name. All the
time we lived together she was a lady
and has proven that she Is the same
now. The talk that has been caused Is
all untrue. I took out papers for a divorce but it has been withdrawn
and we have fixed matters up between ourselves, but I want Albuquerque to know that I have been misinformed and too hasty, and am very
sorry.
It. W. PUCKKTT.
Mr. and Mrs. Puckett have adjusted
all their differences and are now living
amlcubly together.

"
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'

Tom Jones Bought in From
Ketner by Officer Murray on
Charge of Assault With Intent to Murder,

.

MORNING-

$10.00.

AND WHEN YOU HAVE

o

TICKETS
OF TICKETS,

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

NEW SUITS FOR BOYS ARE ARRIVING

A

DAILY,

$3.50

to

o
o

$6.50.

E. L, 'WASHBURN COMPANY
122 'South Second

:
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West Gold

o

t

o
o

o

o

U

o

l

-

j

'.:..

'

'
-
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

et

observa iH-- of lisp law. for I regard In the annual operation' known as
tills contest hh one to determine who "moving the crps." This drain may
shall rule this government; the
find the banks In
to withthrouo-ltludr
governmental stand it. Or in meeting it they may
agptilM, or ft few rathktM and deterPublished br the
be compelled to call in loans in such
mined men wIiohc wealth make tliem volume as to cause a serious liquidaJournal Publishing Co.
lutrthularly formidable- - because tln-- tion of securities held as collateral.
behind breastworks of corporation The stock market I
are
feverish and
I."A. MACPHERSON
Prrshtent
I wish there would be weak. It la fluctuating violently with
W. 8. HI'KKE
KMImr. organization.
H B HKNIMl
Clly Editor. no mistake on this point. It Is idle to a comparatively
email volume of tradMAKCL'S P. KEIXY
Builorn Manner. ask me not to prosecute the criminal,
ing. It Is not difficult to conceive the
poor, but I desire no less em- effect of a sudden, wholesale, unloadEntered
'mrunil. class matter at the rich or
at Albuquerque. X. M., under act phatically to have it understood that ing of stocks and bonds by borrowers
f iVnarrss of March 1. 1X7.
we have undertaken and will under- who have been called by their bank?
take no action of vindictive type, and for more funds or for more securities
THE MORN1NO JOIHNAI. IS THE
l.CADINU KMTBI.H AN PAPER OF NEW above all no action which shall inflict and have been unable to respond.
great or unmerited suffering upon inMEXICO, HIPPOKTIXU THE IHIXflPI.KS
"That Is why the financial interests,
OF THE KEPI HI. K AN TAKTV AI,L THE nocent stockholders and upon the pub- reduced to the point of absolute conTIME, AMI THE METHODS OF THE
lic as a w hole. Our purpose Is to act cern for the Immediate future without
AX TAKTY M HEX THEY ARE with the minimum of harshness comregard to speculative enterprises, are
RKillT.
patible with obtaining our ends. In anxiously awaiting some word from
the man of great wealth who has the president that will serve to restore
rlrrolatlo thaa any other paper la
earned his wealth honestly and used it confidence. General conditions are
w Meil
New tleilro. The only paper la
Iwued erery day la the year.
wisely we recognize a good citizen, not bad. The crops are good and the
worlhy of all praise and respect. Bus- credit of the banking Institutions is
"The Murnlna; Journal haa a hlghrr
iness can only be done under modern still sound In a remarkable
degree,
ratina; than la aeeorded to any other
paper la Aloaqnerqnr or aay other dally la conditions through corporations, and considering the late gyrations of the
New Meilro." The American Newspaper
our purpose Is heartily to favor cor- stock market. Add public confidence
porations that do well. The admin- in the restorative effects of adminisistration appreciates that liberal but trative conservatism to this situation
TERMS OF HlrWtRIPTIOX.
honest profit for legitimate promoters and the danger of a disastrous panic
Pally, by mall, nne year. In advance.
lally, by carrier, .me month
and generous dividends for capital will probably be averted."
Kally. tiy mall, one month
employed either in founding or conA late Philadelphia letter tells us
factors
Ai.mgrEngtE
NEW MEXIfO tinuing honest ventures are
necessary for successful corporate ac- that the designs for coins which Augustus St. Oaudcns. the distinguished
tivity and therefore for general prostiik iiuu(;.tio x)X(;nF-s- s.
perous business conditions. All these sculptor, made shortly before his
death, have been found unsuitable in
Th ppoplp of Alhuiucriup must nut "are compatible with fair dealings as
their present shape for execution with
forgot that it in now only xhout tpn between mnn and man and rigid obethe machinery In use at the mint.
to
dience
law.
days till the datp for th? niPrtint; of
Hence, contrary to a current report,
"Our aim Is to help every honest
the Nation.il lrrlKallnn rongrrvs at
the government has not accepted any
(in.l that II will not be corporation, and our policy moans In of
them. The general approval which
Its
analysis,
ultimate
the prosperous was expressed hy
merely a matter of pleasure and duly
the president is not
for the territory to he well reprexented expansion of the business activities of conclusive In an official sense. The
cormen
honest
business
and honest
at that meeting, hut also a matter of
law requires that they shall be acvery much interest to all of us. The porations."
cepted by the secretary of the treasThe foregoing extract, which ex- ury and the director of
policy of pouring out money like wathe mint beter from the national treasury for the presses very fairly and very fully tho fore being adopted. The projection of
conatruction hy the general govern- whole tenure of the speech, shows, tho sculptures upon the coins Is too
ment of valuable rcehimatory works unless wo are to take it as merely high for convenience of handling at
there is to be no banks or other large business estabin many pectlons of the arid regions Is "hot air," that
now po;uilnr with the people of the change In the government's policy to- lishments.
Coins cannot
be well
unless Indeed, "stacked" unless one will lie perfectly
whole country, and nince nearly all ward the
the land of New Mexico lies within It he to make that policy a little more flat and snug upon another, and this
the irrigation zone, it Manila us In rigid. On the other hand, it has been Is Impossible where the bas reliefs in
hand to he well represented at the currently reported for some time past the middle are higher than the rim.
coming meeting. To that end we re- that the great tnonled Interests of the A pile of the St. Gardens coins would
produce the following letter on the country were looking forward very topple over.
subject, which xpeaks for Itself, and hopefully to the Provincetown speech,
The story from Indiana that Mr.
to which we call the special attention In the belief that It would foreshadow
a very considerable
If not
radical Bryan will sound the democratic keyof our reader:
"Kdltor Morning Journal, Albuo,ucr-iiu- change In the attitude of the adminis- note in Xovembcr in that state is
X. M.
tration toward what Mr. Roosevelt hardly Important even if true. As a
"tiear Sir: I know you appreciate
matter of fact he has already sounded
fully the Importance of the National calls "predatory wealth." Hut the it so
fur us his own fortunes are conIrrigation congresn to the nation at speech as delivered shows that all
large and especially to the west and to such hopes have been absolutely vain, cerned. We all know from his own
New Mexico, where within three years because It states in the plainest terms lips that he Is the same mun he was
the government will have expended tiie language
affords that there Is to In 1!M)0, plus government ownership
upwards of $10.(iOU.(jllO. It provide a
and the Initiative and
Kplenilld opportunity for our people to he no letting up, but lhat the same of railroads
meet the people of other states and to policy Is to he pursued to the end referendum.
That is to say, lie has
exert an Influence In favor of the best with even greater energy, and to leave made progress from populism toward
development
of national
policies
It
which ure of very great Importance no possible room for doubt upon this socialism, and is still traveling.
point Ihe statement Is repeated with Mr. Rryan Is his party's candidate
to us.
"Much depends upon the ciicccs of increased emphasis. What the effect next year he will also ho Us platform.
c
the coming session. A widely
will be upon the financial affairs of If he Is not Its candidate his keynotes
and enthusiastic body must
exert a tremendous Influente along the country. It is, of course, impossi- will not count, whether sounded now
lines that will make for the develop- ble to know at this writing, but it Is or then.
ment of the great resources of New clear that the money centers will be
Says a Kansas mun who probably
Mexico. It Is. therefor , extremely desirable lltat attendance be large and sorely disappointed.
speaks from experience: "if Professor
The following reference to this mat
we should be represented hy a large
I am sure
you will ap- ter, which we find In an editorial In Snow is not content to quit with the
delegation.
15,0(10 new bugs he bus Just brought
preciates the very great Import ince
Washington Star of lust Friday,
nttaching to the fifteenth session and the
to the state university, he can doubtIts possibilities, ami that you will be will give a good idea of how anxiously
find out where he can find a good
(lad to urge it upon the attention of Wall street was looking forward to a less
your readers. The present outlook Is letting down on the part of the pres- many more by consulting any picnic
party."
for a very successful soKslon.
The
peopje of Sacramento have taken hold ident:
"Wall street Is anxiously awaiting
of the matter vigorously and are makThe Pennsylvania late capítol Ining great preparations
to entertain the event. In the hope that the presi- - I vestigating commission recommended
delegate. They confidently expect an dent will have something of a reas- that all
concerned in the looting of the
attendance of several thousand and suring
character to say regarding the state he criminally prosecuted.
they have planned as r) feature of the
session, an Interstate exposition of Ir- relations of the government to the
rigated land products and forestry, trusts, possibly In outline of u modi-fle- d
The Workingman's Wife
that will, no doubt, be the biggest
policy of regulation and prosecuevent of the kind devoted to Irriga(Hy the Rev. Charles Slel.le.)
tion. Indeed, upon rumors that extion and forestry.
Man yare the factors that enter in'.o
"I trust this matter will engage your tracts from the speech had leakthe labor question, and numerous the
favorable Interest and I am sure that
In advance and that they show
persons who are being brought Into
any publicity you may give It in your ed out
a
more
on
part
ed
lenient
attitude
the
the lime light because of them. We
columns will be
valuable contribuThe
of the president, the street yesterday hear of the captain if Industry.
tion to the public welfare.
newspapers all have In stock hM pho"Yours ery trulv,
tallied measureably
while In the tographs,
s
and etching.'', to
"It K. TWITCH HI.!..
throes of a heavy slump, and the day be used upon the slightest provoca"Member Kx' u'l p Committee,
We.
hear not a little of the laIt l igation Con- closed with a recovery of prices to tion.
National
bor lender the walking delegate
gress."
practically the closing point of the and
sometimes even his picture is
day before.
printed. Then wo learn of the "ordiTill: (.)(! WOIIK Wll.l, (.I ON.
"Whether the president Intends to nary worklngman," and we are told
the prosperity of our country
Th'e gentlemen and there are a speak comfortingly or not, this epi- that
rests with him.
Once in u
good many of them who have been sode Is srgnificant.
It suggests how when he is making a light for whIK
whet
laying th.- - flattering unction to their anxious are the great flnajiclal inter- he considers to be his rights, some-hod- y
will
champion
cause,
his
and
souls, that because 'resident Uooee-ve- ests for a sign of relenting, for a to- really
stand by iilm.
had been keeping quiet for a ken of an executive appreciation of
Hut In nil this discussion,
what
week or two lie was contemplating, if the narrow nest of the margin that about the. workingman's wife? How
Is
newspicture
used by the
her
hp had not already determined upon, now remains between security and often
paper? How often Is she mentioned
weakening in Ills war on greed, graft funic.
when the struggles and trials of her
"Judging from comments hy leading husband are being exploited ? What
and predatory wealth: but all such
persons will find very cold comfort In bankers reienlly, It is not difficult to credit does she receive when the victory Is won ?
the president
Puritan monument understand what It Is that the conFrankly, I wonder sometimes how
speech, which was deliver'! at I'rov-In- . servative financial Interests hope that it Is that many of them do not beInsane, s I think of tlt- nw'ul
come
In
In
full
Mass,
printed
and
flown.
the president will say. They are not
of their lives. Tho uveras- our news columns yesterday.
disposed to iiieston the righteousness monotony
workingman's life is dull enougn.
In the following paragraph he in- of Ihe prosecutions entered upon by Woil take that !"! tranted. Put his
forms the world. In terms lis plain as the government to enforce the laws. lifp, as compnr?l 'villi his wi'js, Is
the f'ngllsh language affords, what he They admit that there has been loose, full of variety nnd good cheer. Sue
spends most of th" lime within the
declares has been anil will continue to lawless anil dangerous financiering In online of hr kit. 'hen, mhvmuikI.vI
he the policy of thp present adminisrarely sees an
certain quarter In the past, and that by four dull walls,
Inspiring face, ant she
ml,(htly
tra t ion:
the tendency toward giant corporaUtile credit for her
faithfulness
"During the present trouble In the tions lias been carried to an extreme. even
from her husband. Not that he
stock market I havp of course re- Hut, they declare, what the country Isn't grateful, but he doesn't often
of telling her so. Usually, she
think
ceived countless request and sugges- needs chiefly today Is not punishment
hear about It when somethliK has
tions, public and prívate, that I should for pant offenses, but measure to pre- gone
wrong. She rarely complains.
to ease the situation. sent, future wrongdoing. Checks, not Kho I giving her life for her lamliy.
do something
I
lately pee a worklngman' vife with
There Is a world-widfinancial dis- stripes, they say, are required.
hunch of little children but what
turbance. It Is felt In tlie bourses of
"In short, a remedy Is needed for her
I feel
like trown lnu her .vl:h the
Paris and Ilerlln, and lultlsh consols the III from which the country ha highest honor. Hhe deserves It.
If
re lower while price of railway se- suffered for several year. Homo of she Isn't always
and
cannot always talk
On thp cause
curities havp, also depreciated.
of thpsp affliction
are Ifwithherherhusband
about the affair that Interthp New York stock exchange the disunder-tpi la Ilia-lioI
est him most, it
generally his fan)'.
turbance ha been particularly severp,
currency and fla- Kho Is the same woman that he
insufficient
thought
He
courted.
that h" waa
most of II, I believe to be due to mat- grant disregard
by a few financial
right" then. If In her tndeavor
ters not particularly confined to thp leader of the moral and even the stat- "nil
to make a home for him, who wa
I'nltcd Hlates and to matter wholly ute law In the management of great compelled to sacrifice, for hi
sake,
of the pleasure and the advanunconnected wllh any government
affairs. In the crisis ha come, too, many
were
which
before her
hei
but It may well tip that thn de- a demonstration that the relations be- tage
marriage, more than ever shoul I the
termination of the government. In tween the federal and the slate gov sympathy and the help of hr husband
which, gentlemen. It will never waver, eminent with reference to the right become her.
Full of significance wa thn antn punish certain malefactors of great and the limitation
of Interstate cor- swer
of a former shop girl, when her
wealth ha
been responsible for poration are not properly adjusted.
friend asked her:
"Wherp
something of the trouble at least to
are you working?"
"Whether the president ha a rem"Oh." she replied, gayly, "I'm not
the extent of having caused these men edy to propose remain to be seen.
working I'm married."
to cnmblne to bring about
much He may have such a remedy and preHhe wa working harder than ever
financial tres a they possibly can In fer to reserve It suggestion for a more
not for wage, but for love' sake.
order to leredlt the policy of the official occasion than the unveiling of
government and thereby to ecure a a monument In Massachusetts.
He
reversal of the policy of the govern- may Intend to hold ht proposition for SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
Fnit-R- .
powder. It Cures painment If possible. If so, I gtn orry, hi annual message In congress. Rut Allen
ful, amarlln. psrvoua fact, and Instantly
but will not alter my altitud, (hue between now and the
of Itecem-he- r takes the stint nut nf omna and hnntona
Allen
mskM tivnt or new shoes
y iltat
many thing may happen to Ihe feel
far as I am
for all, I' t nú
assy. It K a certain aura fnr
eatlne.
nl for tlie rlglilrn fredlt of the countij. In a few week rallaua, stsntlea,
tired, achina fset Try It
linn
sold hy all drucrtat and hoa stores.
month of nir administration that rr Ihe banking renters will be subjected tndsy.
Br mall fur tic In sume IH.n l aooept any
la (mi t limine In Im to fin linoo iise drain of funds lo
lnufii, ihere
substitute For HKK trial vscsaxe. also frse
HsnilaryttiMN-Pof ihe
hule ptttll" tnciHd, WW
tiit'da of lMi' fnt illct and 111 Maiaeta
isdi. y
It. a new Invention.
J, lieos Alisa a.
let up In the effort to tMH'tire git hon transportation empanie of the wcat Olmsted, L Buy, X. T.
!
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Don't Forget

For
Summer
Drinks

In tie Rrinistoiip licit.
A Phoenix resident sends us an indignant denial of the story that fried
chickens have been hatched in Phoenix this summer. Tucson Citizen.
t'ngciitU'iiianly.
Connecticut woman who hit an
electric switch with a poker was
knocked unconscious. The switch was
no rentleman or It never would have
struck back at a lady. Phoenix Republican.

that we are in our own house and buy direct from factories for cash; that we cannot and will not be undersold; the biggest stock and lowest prices.

A

Hush; My 1JhIh
Mr. Pryan Is willing to put
diate government ownership in
tle bed, but he assumes that
go to sleep without making It
for him to lie down beside
keep very quiet the while It is
off. Phoenix Republican.

Futrelle Furn. Co.
West End of Viaduct.

Bass Island Grape Juice,

imme-

Club House Grape Juice,

its litit will
neces-mr- y

Rose's Lime Juice,

It an. I
falling

Rose's Raspberry Vinegar

One for the
The Santa Fe New Mexican. In
speaking of Rodey's reported Interview at Oyster Bay, says It will give
him the benefit of the doubt. Well,
that is better than giving him the
double cross, as It did in 1904.
r.
Furmlngton

and

.

Duffy's Apple Juice, at

HERE'S WHAT YOU NEED.

Times-Hustle-

Looks Tlint Way.
The acceptance of the resignation of
Secretary Raynold would seem to indicate that the investigation of the alleged land frauds In New Mexico Is
to be thorough
and complete, nnd
that there will be no favor shown to
those who were in any way connected
with land frauds in the territory.
Santa Fe Eagle.

Famous S, & T, Unamatic Price and Cost Book, Small
enough for the Vest Pocket, Large enough for the Desk,
Sheets can be reBound in beautiful Seal Leather,
thing
moved instantly, Juat the
for the
A

Halo s

Up-to-D- ate

Busy Man,

Yc Have a Climate of Our Own.
Down on that Matchless prairie of
delusive mirages, Demlng thrives and
grows. Great place is Deming. Wise
people are the Demlngites. When they
DRUGGISTS.
want to enjoy themselves and have a Proprietor of Alvnrado I'liarmnry,
good time, they come to Silver City. Avenue nnd First Street.
Albuquerque people should follow
tlichliinil I'liitrmney, Corner of Knl
their example when they want to brace
nnd Broadway.
up, cool off and feel good. Silver City
Enterprise.

II. S. LITHGOW,

B.H.Briggs&Co

Big Cut

Cen-tr-

Ca;)liati View.
who has since been appointed attorney general, in his speech
of
of welcome at the inauguration
Governor Curry, took occasion to say
some rather harsh things about tho
presence of the special government
agents in Santa Fc. The judge asserted thnt no graft existed In New Mexico: that as a matter of fact, our ofA

Judge Fall,

ficial garments were spotless. The
judge's statement, however, falls to
convince the people or to frighten
away the special agents. For on the
heels of his assertion came the announcement that these sumo officious
agents had
sufficient evidence
to warrant the bringing of a suit for
the recovery of 50,000 acres of timber land, and incidentally Involving
the integrity of our official family,
whom the judge, in his enthusiasm
(let us be clvirltable) wrapped In
stainless gurmeuts. Capital News.
Xo Politics.

Price

Sale

m

Bookbinder and Rubber stamp maker. Phone 921.

Journal Ihiildlng.

Gold

We Shall Sec.
Governor Curry says he will follow
Roosevelt's ideas In the government
of New Mexico, and if he does this
honestly and fearlessly he will have
the support of all honest republicans,
If Curry hews to the line of Roose-veltisand aids In cleaning the rottenness from this territory begun by
Hagerman, the republicans will carry
New Mexico in two years. In the
words of the King Grafter, "We will Of clothing; shoes, hats, umlerwoar. ladles'
see what we will see." Aztec Index.
skirts and waists, is nnw going on at the
All rcmnlnln sumCnsh Huyera" Union.
mer goods must be sold, regardless of cost.
Ahout HO pnlr nf Indies' oxfords, In
white, Ian and black; former prices,
1.23, fl.fiO, and SÜ.O; to go at, per
pnlr . . . .
$1 00
All children' o fords, one third oft.
Men's S2.75 Oxfords at
f 00
nt
Men' t'. OO Oxford
II Ml
Hoys' fl.TS Oxfords ot
ft 25
Twenty per cent discount on all men's and
lioys sulla.
Twenty per cent discount on all men' nnd

WE ARE STILL IN ALBUQUERQUE, AT

212 S.

SECOND ST.,

The longer we stay the better "Vo like it and just here I want to tell
you something that; may interest you. I have inquiries from Kansas and
Oklahoma for farm lands, 10, 20 and 160 aero tracts. If you have any.
Wo now have a good busithing in this line ,to offer, seo me at once.
ness proposition; also cheap lots and houses on our list for sule; also
houses for rent, cither furnished or unfurnished. One other thing I want
to tell you. I just talked with a gentleman who has toured tho United
States, Canada and Continental Europe, and he thinks this the most ideal
plimate he has yet found.

SEE E. O. PRICE, 212 S. Second St.

Wall Paper and Paints

J.

EMMONS

D.

Successor to Stacy and Company.
Cor. Second Street and Lead Ave.

hoy' trousers.
IliK lot ot
.Men's fiUe

men's sample shirts at.,,.
undershirts, silk finish, at

38
3D

--

ALL USERS

OF- -

Groceries

v

1ft
Governor Curry's talk at the in- (nnd Package ( nfTee, per pound
auguration had the right kind of ring .tfio Moelm nnd Jnvn, per pound
23
to It. He will no doubt make an ex- Ootid nihility rnnncd ponchea, grapes,
plums nnd green gage, per ran..
cellent official, and will receive the
13
d
"tilt) iiiiallly
earnest support of all
SO
ten, per pound.;
citizens. His appointment means that ode iinlily ton, per pound
40
there will be no política In the admin- lli.t syrup, per gallon
43
istration of territorial affairs', but that Walter linker' Cocoa
25
have,
to
perform
the
will
each official
17 pounds siisur, with a grocery orfidelity
der,
and
for
duties of his office with
ft 00
to the best interest of the public. The
Reporter extends best wishes for the CASH BUYERS' UNION,
Raton
success of his administration.
Reporter.

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADS

right-minde-

I'p

MM.

lo the tiovcriior.

I'--
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Governor Curry Is In the saddle and
It now remains lo be so-- n
what lie
Is going to do. lie lili th:' i iportuti-It- y
of a lifetime. The people of
are tired of pr.ift and government by peanut politicians. They me
ready for ap honest .economical and
business-lik- e
government for the territory, and the man who gives
that sort of government will
win for himself a place in the hearts
of the people of this territory from
which it will be impossible to dislodge
him.
It is up lo Governor Curry to
choose and the people ate watching
developments with great Interest.
Santa Fe Eagle.
New-Mexic-

I 'OR OI R

RKADKRS.

ro I'mvp That

llvontel Will Cure
( alariii, Kvery Reader of Hip Morning .lotirnal Can Have Special Guarantee.
If there Is any dnubt In your mind
as to the power of
the medi
cated air treatment, to cure all catroubles,
tiie
tarrhal
remarkable offer
made by J. II. o'RIelly Co. should expel that doubt. Thny give their personal guarantee
with every dnllat
they sell, to refund
outfit of
Ihe money unless It gives satisfaction.
They take all the risk of cure, and no
reader of the Morning Journal can
nfford to suffer longer with catarrh
when an offer like this la mnde.
Willi every
outfit s a neat
p
po kPt
Inhaler,
and
inhaler,
through
breathed
this
reaches the most remote
of
the nosp. throat and lungs, destroying
germs,
all catarrhal
and soothing and
healing the Irritated mucous membrane,
i
really give you a health-givin- g
climate In your own home, so
that when you breathe It medicated
sir, your nose, throat and lung will
be filled with Mr like that on the
a level',
mountain high above the
where grow balsamic tree
nnd
plant, which purify the air with their
volatile antiseptic fragrance so healing to the respiratory organs.
Yoti will notice relief and benefit
from the first use nf
and It
will not take mnny dsy' treatment to
you
convince
that In thl remedy you
have found a complete and lasting
cure for all catarrhal troubles.

N. Second

--

DOI DK. Proprietor.
St.
Alhuiiurroiie.

GET RESULTS- -

Y

Frní-lHrwill rIv Mrth In a new city
print, nnm IiAvtnr? roUpii
far mipirlf-- to
riil of her corrunt untt Kríiflinn piihlU:
and fttam!t out lh r hispí tf lor fall
from urure. Willi Iwr many cntJiiplatu
ini'iiMVPmrntu nlio will rise, Thornlx lika
from her hIh-- und ohtaln hküIh lnrr pmuJ
un tlm (jiK'i'n city oí the uoldun
fttumtiiiK
went,
Hy dint of hard work nnd on nxvount of
thn can; wo havn excrt'trwd In the pant In ex
ccutliitf nrilcrn for plumbing work of rvry
kind, wo have ohiulncd our prcaent cnvlaliht
ponltlnn of hflniK the leading plunihcrfl In
IhtN city.
If you want to Kccur
the bent
work und th 1m at material you will do well
to piare your rohtmctH with us. l&Hlinatea
ClM't'l'fltlly fui II IMllMl.

Han

SEE

Quier &

Jeckell,

Picr Hanging.
work guaranteed

l'or Pninliiig nnd
FlrM-cla-

ss

I'lmne 717.

508 X.

nturtli

Hi.

L.B. PUTNEY
KfitnbllHhod 1873

...

Albuquerque

122

j

j lis

i

Wholesale Grocer. Flour, Feed
and Grain. Agent for
Mitchell Wagons.

ff
W, Stiver

2

.iv"

hr

Co.
HellTlumberj
J.TheL.Trompt

toa7

Aüt.

Now Mexico

i
MONEY SAVERS.

el

Hy-o-m-

Hy-o-m-

our cut prli-fon tow atinen,
Tmir Ih Kcttftift Mlmrt to dlnpoiu nf
them and wo have reduced th price
to tho very 1owcnt jioint In order Vt
rnuko them inuvo faat.
There Is mill a g".,d deal of hot
weather ahead of us and tho shoes
will prove a K"h1 Investment for you.

el

Hy-o-m- p,

IMtXT Ml
THE IIAKKHAM. ÍIAVIK
AT Tltr. TBATIO
1'ARK Ml MAV At--'.
HI-TTKRNOOX, At til ST
TIIK
f
SO OK HO AM) (iF.ROM tlu Tr AM.
Is a Moralng Journal want ad loo
rica ot pay for some ajaw hoarders

tlllh a

Ths vary heat at Kansas City Beef and
Mnlloa at RM1L KI.KI.KWUKT'S. Ill North
Third street.
Th womaa who reaa ma advertisement
shops Intelligently. Isn't II worth
hile lo
da luatf Try one la Ilia llóralo Journal.

Perhü p yoHr
fca round a
place JoH as yon ran II ml a belter
ant, If
piar aa adrertlseineal la

fo

net-le-

tenHi

r

Women's $1.50
Oxfords at

IF YOU'RE IN THE DARK

Canvas
$1.15

Women's $2 Canvas Oxfords
$1.50

u to

ti 1 '

ürrrfí

where to to tor your plumbing,
let ui enlighten you. if you want ft
broken water or ateam pipe flier, new
gaa flxturea, ft bathroom put In, or a
furnace repaired, come to us. We do
new work orungliH
eff aa? kind of
repairs. Our work la right and iu are

.

Women's $2 Kid Oxfords,

at

tor price.

$1.55

i

Women's $2,50 Kid Oxfords at
$1.95

1

LIGHTNING HAY PRESSE S. J. Korber & Co., N. Second
mmmmKmmmmmtmmmmBmmmmmmmmsmsmaHmu

air-cel- ls

sup-pfy-t-

FiUrr-HMtt-
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STANDARD

PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.

Women's $3 Kid Oxfords,

at

$2.35

Men's $1,50 Canvas Oxfords at
$1.20
Men's $2,50
fords at

Black

$1.95

Men's $3 Black

at
Men's $3.50
fords at.-- -

Ox-

Oxfolds,
-- j.$2.25

Black

Ox-

$2X5

WE

OFFER GOOD LUMBER
VALUES

.

In every eort of building and flnlnhlng
lumber you're apt to require, no mat-

3

ter how large your, operation!. If
you're at all Interested "it'a up to you"
'to Investígate thli etatemenl for your
own Mkn. We welcomo a tour through
our yard and all the quoatlunlng you

'

like.

E6g HIO GÍLANDE

V

LUMBER. COMPANY

s

Third and Marquette.

Phone 8

i
'

"

--

I

Tr

'

THE ALBUQUERQUE

WEI

LIFTER

V
D. K. B.

o:
o

,11.!.

al

Cracker Jack District, Death Valley, Cal.

PROPERTY

Room 9 Cromwell Bldg., Albuquerque.

COMPANY OFFICE

o
o
o

CHANCE FOR THOSE WHO HAVEN'T THE READY MONEY

S2Í.0D

500 Shares, $125
THE

MAKE

YOU

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Mffl
llUi

THIS STOCK SHOULD BE WORTH DOUBLE
THIRD

THE

BEFORE

PRICE

PAYMENT.

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

HAVE AUTHORIZED THE SALE OF
A BLOCK OF TEN THOUSAND SHARES AND NO MORE. AT TWENTY-FIVCENTS PER SHARE ON ABOVE TERMS FOR THE PURPOSE OF
'
SINKING THE MAIN SHAFT, WHICH IS NOW IN GOOD ORE,
ONE
HUNDRED FEET DEEPER. ALL WE WANT IS ENOUGH MONEY TO

t

E

o
o
o
0

o
o

SOLD FOR ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS AND
WE ARE IN RECEIPT OF SEVERAL LETTERS FROM RESPONSIBLE
PARTIES INQUIRING WHAT WE WOULD TAKE FOR THE PROPERTY

WE PREFER TO SELL
AS A WHOL- E- BUT IT IS NOT FOR SALE
INONLY THE TEN THOUSAND SHARES AND TO ALBUQUERQUE
VESTORS AS WE BELIEVE IT A SURE WINNER.

es

ADDRESS AT ONCE,

O

o

NEW

ALBUQUERQUE,

Tr.nnt n'iia treated to the
largest crowd of the season,' league
games not excepted, to ixa fine an
exhibition n was ever wnnesseu
I'.roadway park. The locals won the
game and then handed it to their
with
guests on a platter embellished Roth-goan error that let In two runs.
star from Illinois
an
and an erstwhile National league and
American league player, was the Idol
His home run was
of the amateurs.
one of the sort that go down In base
ball history and the kind that dope-stelike to tic adjectives to. Sensational us was the It it. however, none
the less remarkable wore the sprits
o' the losers. The thousand voices
that were stilled for the moment by
tiie sting of defeat (and the loss of
manv shekels) again roared out their
appreciation of the fine play. Trinidad lost, but Trinidad was a good
loser and Denver doffed her pretty
bonnet to the coal camp. From various sources the upstate fans hud been

o

Stnrillng Discovery Made at Hotel
Railway
lo Accept
Uoily for Shipment.

In

J. C. Hill, a we'll known horse buy
;!
er whose home Is at 407 North
avenue, was found dead In
his bud at the hotel In Hilda yesterday, ll Is supposed that heart failure killed him, says the Roswell Record.
Mr. IIII1 was a birg. p'ont i""Hr
man and apparently In the best of
health when ho left Roswell several
trip to the
davii ago on a horse-buyin- g
Panhandle, He was on his way home
night before last nnd stopped in Flda.
although not feeling well. He retired
for th nlfrht and some time ilurinir
yesterday his lifeless body was found
In his room.
There was no evidence
of foul play.
people
of Kllilil tried to send
The
the body to Roswell last night, but the
train officials would not accept it as
It had not been embalmed and was
not hermetically wcalcil. t'lyde Kul-toof tli' IHIley undertaking establishment, went to Kllda this morning
to prepare the body for shipment and
to bring It to Roswell tonight. The
funeral will be held tomorrow afternoon ut 4:3(1, front the home on North
Rev. John W. Smith
Pennsylvania.
will preach the sermon anil the Woodmen will have charge of the burial,
which will be made nt South Side
cemetery.
years old.
was fifty-tw- o
. The decensed
Ho leaves a wife and two
Ha came here about three years
He was Sovereign
Hgu frwni Texas.
of RosweH Camp, Woodmen of the
World, and was a good citizen.

newspaper.
synonymous with conscientious, painstaking,
service. Service mark you for when a Morning Journal solicitor is sent for he represents an organization
that will help you plan a campaign, write, illustrate, and set all
advertisements an organization that will see that your advertisements are placed in suitable positions that, in
short, will help you in every way to make your advertising a
It is

result-produci-

The most modern electrical equipment for dental work In the Mouth-wesWntrr rum anil
Rooms 15 and 10, Grant ltkick
llIlliiiiiMli'. Anlt your groretr for II.
l'liono 023.
Mull Order Advf rtlMim.
Let Ui help you 1ft soma hUHlnrss from
lota
our thousand of readers. Ther
it to bo hud and while our preieut adverIn the Morillo
tí
Journal ara fettln
plenty Inft for new
their hura, there
Mlnxrnl

rs

H

Albuquerque and vicinity homes where the Morning Journal is so popular that it has a circulation in excess of the
combined dailies of New Mexico.

Mt

IWH'I'ii'i

On
.l.

you

Journal,

Journal advertising is good for your

are

competitors-an- d

'

it would be good for you.

Don't argue!

.

Don't inferí
Try it!

'
)

Hi or nitialotirnal

t.

1m

"

.r n.(":fl, M i'

U!.T

ri'''iMt'

tM'.H

comerá,

NFW FRF.SII HTOTK I NT Kit NATION A I.
STOCK ANO POl'l.TltY FOOII. K. W. FKtt,
UOJ-CHOI Til MICH I' KTKKKT.

friltll 11
FOIKiF.T
THAT WK CARRY
DON'T
howling mass of aborigines from Las TIIK
LINE III' ÍKOCICK1KH IN 1
Animas county, wno wouiu win ine THIS NM THIN OF TIIK
COUNTRY. F. 4i.
game If every man In the gang had 1' It A I T
CO,
opponents
"covered"
to keep their
while the players stole the game. In
To Nlieepmrn.
expected
other words, they half-wa- v
must loon
I
Is evident Hint
unfair tactics and a bunch of sore- - own their own rasing Innd. Thero ara a
Nnthinir of Die very few aolhr lrel with perfect tille. I
h..:i.li ir ih..v lnuf
sort took place and it is worth more rfiT 2i,0(lo uern tinning lrot on IVbololu
winto Trinidad to nave it Known mai ira (irunt: alao b.UiiO ncrra adjoliiinic, of corn,
..i..., f.,1.. muí fiiitviif. iriiiiil nl.'ivtni? re ter Krnztiitf, with valleyi producing flno
gardless of who does it than it was el.'., without Irrigation.
i b. rniNCK.
to win the game.
Kunlu Ka. N. M.
1..1 in
nvunnt
III IAIIVI

ng

When your advertisement is inserted in the Morning Journal
half of the work is done. The seed of success is sown. And
it goes into a fertile field
the most representative homes of

Cbejflbtiqucrque

WANT IN FA NT Y OK HTAFI.K (IKIH'KH-IKWKITK IH. WK HAVK NEAIILJT
CO.
KV1JUITIIIN4X
F. O. l'KA'I'T
o

I

Advertising in the Morning Journal has a far broader, deeper
more satisfactory meaning than in any other New Mexico

lKiT18T

IF VOIT I.IVK IV A HMAI.I, TOWN AMI
KIM IT IIAKII TO UKt WHAT YOU

b,

I

What the Rlorning Journal Does for Aid vertisers
and How It Does It.

'PK. B. M. WILLIAMS
a

I
.

asm

Morning

MEXICO.

For prompt and rnurtmiu trenlment anil
the very rlnilw.t of iiiphU you wMI nti'.kc mi
mlnttike lir riilllng on KMIL KJ.KI.N ttOBT,
114 NorlK.TIilril street or telephoning your
order in.

..i

f
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are not advertising in the Morning
LOSING
not saving money.

0

HORSEMAN FOUND
DEAD IN HIS BED

ii

llll

I

If you

:

.

Sellers, Sec'ty,

D. K. B.

,

)

a

THE CLAIM ADJOINING US ON THE SOUTH WAS LAST WEEK

4

.

mighty factor in making money for you.

MEET THE PAYROLL FOR SEVERAL MONTHS UNTIL WE CAN BEGIN
SHIPPING ORE TO THE NEEDLES SMELTER, LESS THAN ONE
HUNDRED MILES BY RAIL

slv-lnc-

fce
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SELLERS, Secretary

300,000 SHARES.

CAPITAL STOCK ONLY

(Fort Collins Express.)
Thcri has just boon put to practica!
test at J. 1!. Gaylor's ranch an
for lifting water that promises to revolutionize irrigation methods in localities where land lies ton
hijrh to make a gravity ditch practicable or where a ditch would have to
hp; brought n considerable distance to
reach the land desired. It is known as
the R. & O. Pneumatic Water Lift,
and is the invention of U O. Robinson
and J. I. Gaylor, of this place, and
Is protected by United States patent.
It may tie made of metal or wood, or
both. The one in use consists of a
wheel or drum sixteen feet long, and
nHAknlf
civ
f.int
'iic-ini- ii
1114
cía an1
iri-- i in
in u Klillt'll'l ,
made' to revolve On a metal axis. To
the outer surface are fastened
paddleH, making a total diam
eter of ten feet. The whole is sitp-- j
ported and floated on a pontoon contrivance, the paddles catching the
current of the river and supplying
powtr on the simple principle of an
undershot water . wheel.
When the
Record man saw it it was drawing
about two feet of water, but can be
nd lusted to any depth.
The center around the axis Is slin-r'- v
p hollow core and has no part in
the lift, Between this core and the
outer surface of the drum is a spiral
water channel extending longitudinally thereof. This channel has an open
or intake at one end extending
mouth
,
beyond the outer diameter of
the drum, and so arranged that it
fiifes in the direction of rotation and
will dip a given quantity of water at
each revolution of the wheel. At the
opposite end of the spiral channel is
an outlet consisting of a pipe which
is connected to and discharges through
tn axis at one end, which Is made
hollow for the purpose. Attached to
this by a swivoled arrangement is a
h
discharge pipe, the outer end
of which is elevated to the height to
which It Is desired to raise the water.
The intake, being submcrgod, only a
portion of the time, takes in only a
prescribed quantity of water. As the
wheeL revolves this water seeks th
)"vn.-- t rnrt of the spiral channel, and
followed In turn by a given amount
oi air until the.Jntake Is again submerged. Thus the process Is repeated,
the spiral channel being filled with
successive quantities of water and air.
As it advances in the channel ami the
resistance becomes greater the air
mure compre. .1 d, the channel
being so arranged as to maintain the
proper proportion of water and air
throughout its entire length. The revolution of the spiral channel and the
consequent compression of the air
causes the water to be discharged with
though the o"let bv whnt
frf"t
might be called pneumatic hydraulic
pressure.
Aside from the main' wheel itself,
which revolves In a rigid framework,
there is no movable part to get out of
repair, and not a valve to become
worn and leaky. The points that especially recommend it are its great efficiency and extreme simplicity. The
uses of a water lift of this kind are
too many and apparent to need discussion here.
This invention Is not an experiment,
but a practical success, and we believe Its superiority will at once cause
It to be generally adopted.
It can be
made In any size and placed in either
In
still
water.
the latter
running or
m outside force would be recie
quired to drive It. The one Inopern-imi- i
ut Mr. Gaylor's ranch which, by
the way, Is the first one ever built
was seen bv a representative (if this
paper a couple of days ago. Two
weeks had passed fclnce It was put in
nnd It has never stopped five minutes
It was raising 75 galin that time.
lons per revolution to a height of 25
feet, and seemed to have Immense re
serve power. The water being raised
would Irrigate more than ion acres'
of' land, and It was not running anywhere near Its capacity. Its usefulness may be shown by the statement
that not a foot of the land could ever
lie brought under a gravity ditch.
Here uro the points that will make
the It. & O. rneumntlc Water Lift
largely Fought and used, viz: It is
reasonable as to cost, extremely simple of construction, leaving little possibility of lis getting out of order and
of great capacity and efficiency.
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Future Pailroad Center of
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IS AT
OF THE ATCHISON, T0PEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQULRQUE, N.
LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
ANIÍ
SAN
AND
CHICAGO
TO
FRANCISCO
ANGELES,
LOS
GALVESTON
FROM
SYSTEM-LEADAND
WEST
EAST
ING
THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LI.;ES OF THE SANTA FE
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO, TEXAS, AND THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.

The Helen

15ot&m

and Improvement Company
IMCOSromATBDI

ot
streets and avenues, rljjh? In the business
the owners of the Belen Townsite, consisting ot 1000 Business and Residence Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and
Railway
Company
is
now grading its extensive depot grounds
center ot the new city and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounds, The Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe
House, round house, coal
yard limits 800 feet wide and a mile long (capacity of 70 miles of side track) to accommodate its immense passenger and freight traffic, Harvey eating
chutes, water tanks, machine shops, etc.
winery, etc. It is the
THE CITY OF BELEN has a population of 1500, and several large Mercantile Houses, the Belen Patent Roller Mills with its 150 Barrels a dav capacity,
south,
and west, to all
line
east
great
trunk
leading northt
largest shipping point for flocr, wool, wheat, whe, beans, hay and fruit in New Mexico. From its location upon the
will
mail,
pass through Belen o
express and freight trains
points in the United States and Mexico its future grewfh as a Commercial point cannot be estimated. All fast limited,
picaro, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast. The water is good and climate unsurpassed. Belen has a $1 6,000 public school house, two churches, a commercial
newspaper and a good hotel. The lots ottered are low in prices and terms easy. On third, of pur
cfub. three hotels, restaurants, etc. It needs right now a good
may remain on note and mortgago for one year with interest at o per cent per annum, line penect ana warranty aceas given.
chase money cash;
"
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The Belei Tow? and Improvemeat Compaay
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Secretary

Exclusive Ajcrnm for
TtK Eel win C Burt Shoes
Women and Children.

""

Dtwt' Hue of

We Shoe and Clothe the Feet

Men.

DISCOUNT FOR CASH
COMFORTS

SUMMER
Have just been put on sale at our store. They
were picked up by our New York buyer and
are a big bargain worth $1.00 to $1.75 a
pair as they are made out of high grade,
all wool suitings, remnants of cheviots, of
worsteds arjd all wool serges. They are made
up plain and bloomei style; sizes 4 to 17.
years; they go while they last

HE
GOVERNOFTLYON AND
FRIENDS REACH CITY

J

TWENTY PER CENT

A FEW OF

Manager.
216 West Central Avenue.

Sole A(fiit8 for the Celebrated
M. A. Packard $3.50, $4.00 and
$5.00 Shoe for Men.

Exclusive Agenta for the famous
Etlwln Clapp A Son' Minen for

"KHEE" PAWTS

500 PAIRS

The Ideal Shoe Store,
LEON HERTZOG,

niU4ni
iwiirciuut..

"ROVER"

School Shoes ever ,
Carried In the City.

ttr

22,1907
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

by providing
'
your piazza with cool and com- fórtable porch rockers, wicker
chairs and settees in reed ana
rattan furniture, your sleeping
rooms with our light bird's eye
maple, enamel and willow furniture, which .you will find in
such variety and at such comfortable prices at our store.

can be enjoyed

Mrs. Mollle Weston, wife of Charles
Main Crowd of the Eastern
Weston, a business man of Murphy
boro, UIb.. died last night at 8 o'clock
Capitalists are Still in the
at her rooms on Hunt Central avenue
age of 2S years, tubérculos!
at.
the
THE WHAT HER.
being the cause of death. The fam
Mountains and Will Arrive
ily came here u few weeks ago for
ending
twenty-four
hour
For the
Mrs. Weston's health but came too
Here Toaay.
THE RIGHT OF WAY
at o'clock yesterday afternoon:
late. One child with the husband
Maximum temperature. 86; mini- survives
remains
The
Mrs.
Weston.
mum. 5; north weKi winda; cloudy; are being held at the Strong underfor our dinner sets this week
The private car "Rover," in which
precipitation, .10.
taking parlors and the funeral ar- General Torrance and his guests from
later.
rangements
will
announced
be
areasily obtained. No one objects
-the east came to New Mexico,
Mrs. J. J. White, of Los Lunas, was rived in the city attached to train N(i.
Our new lines of boys' school suits are also
a visitor In the city yesterday.
membe;s
1
to their being shown.many adnight, bearing a few
from of last
o'clock this morning
At
benobby
In the event that you ehiiuld not re- We
some
show
party,
the
others
inspection.
Inspection
for
ready
the
Alameda will take place the funeral ing still in the mountains.
reive your momlnK paper Mlapnun
mire them, many buy them. If
the PiMtai Telegraph t'oinpaajr, Itfln
of the late Rancho Chavea, sergeant
things in worsteds, cheviots and Wales. ParThose who came in last night were
nam. and addr-.- e and Ilia paper will
In Troop K, of the Hough Riders in
former
Lyon, of Pittsburg,
you haven't seen these works
lit delivered by a apodal meeaenifer.
the Spanish American war. who died Walter
governor of Pennsylvania;
attention "is called to our combination
ticular
T.leplione 30.
at his home in Alameda at 9 o'clock lieutenant
Herschey, of Denver, and
of art, accept this as an invitaTuesday night. The deceased who Dr. E. P.Charles
F. Easeley. of Santa
a coat and two pairs of pants, one
suits
leaves a widow, was 42 years oia ana General
TorFe from
tion to call. They're here to be
died as a result of typhoid fever. He Fe. They reached Santa
mornplain and one bloomer, at
in the arm In rance and Estancia yesterday
J. W. Hannn was here yesterday was badly wounded
including
party,
rest of the
seen, and the more of you come
Cuba and made a record for bravery ing. TheTorrance,
from Kan Murclal.
Hopewell
Colonel
General
war.
in
the
overF. O. Flnher. arrived from Helen
the better we'll like it.
Rev. Van Ogden Vogt, formerly sec- and nearly a dozen others, drove
the
ye.Mtenlay morning.
retary of the Christian Endeavor so- land from Morlarty to Hagan In coal
C. F. Morse ami wife were in the ciety anil now assistant secretary of Sandia mountains to look at the
expected to get in to
City from Kl 1'ano yeHterilay.
the 'Presbyterian board of home mis- mines, and are
In
the Albuquerque tonight.
J. O. Sutherland was in the city sions, is expected to preach Sunday.
The gentlemen who arrived last
Presbvterlan church next
from San Marcial yesterday.
Rev. Mr. Vogt has been, on a trip night expressed themselves as delight11.
Obermeyer left yesterday among
I
Oik.
Rugs.
Furniture, Crockery,
the Navajo Indians of Arizona ed with their trip, but had nothing to
niornliiK on a trip to St. Louis.
New lines of boys' shirts, blouses and waists,
in company with Rev. W. J. Rlack of give out regarding the probable results
Smith McKay wan here yesterday Fort Defiance and Rev. C. H. Bler- - of the Inspection.
from Kelly mining camp in Socorro Ifpmner. of (tfltlHllo.
50c to 75c. Boys' shoes, hose, ties and other
county.
of
H. n. Lnrkln. superintendent
Charlen White uf the liank of Com- the public schools) of Las Vegas, waa
accessories especially adapted for school
0RIKK PILSEHER BOTTLED BEER
HEW
III
merce has returned from u vinlt to In the city on private business matnight
for
Denver.
ter yesterday, leaving last
priced.
reasonably
and
wear,
to
Charlen Moore, vnKrant, drew fif- Santa Fe. whence he will returnsays
teen davs in pollcu court yesterday the Meadow City. Prof. Iarktn
that the prospects for a successful
htorniiiK.
term In the Ins Vegas schools which
HATS
otto Hahn of the local Harvey new open
2, are unusually good
HARDWOOD RULERS FREE FOR THE ASKING
returned yesterday morning anil September
be
will
attendance
the
that
from Kom Angele.
large.
a well known
II. K. ItobliiHon,
Forty-fiv- e
Catholic priests from all
riioenlcian, was a visitor from the parts of New Mexico are in attendTHE
Arizona cupltat yesterday.
ance at the annual ecclesiastical reSee the display in our big window. Call in
'
the eye specialist, treat of the diocese of Santa Fe, which
Ir. Province,
at
Telephone 482 and Wagon Will Stop at Your House.
leaves tonight for San Antonio, Tex- began In that city Sunday evening
and see the goods, even if not intending to
to be gone about three weeks.
St. Michael's college. Every Catholic
represented
to
the
Is
returned
Carl liolman has
parish In the territory
buy now we will be pleased to show you.
city from lilsbee and other Arizona with possibly a few exceptions. A Expert Trimmer and Buyer for
points to remain here inrleflntely.
New York priest is officiating at the
for retreat which will continue until Frl- Ir. F. L. Schneider, Inspector
the Economist Returns From
arrived ilil V
the bureau of animal industry, Los
Luhere yesterday morning from
Mrs. M. A. Lang, accompanied by
an Eiaht Weeks' Visit in the
nas.
hter Miss Florence Lang, Is
I
well
Tlorrowdale,
the
William
Mrs.
William
the guest of her sister,
East.
known dniKKlst and undertaker of Hrvcc of South Edith street. Mrs.
Magdalena was n business visitor In I,a'ng has been spending the summer
the city yesterday.
in California resorts and Is now on
Miss 7,. Dlllard. trimmer nnd buyer
C. 11. Klmcndorf. manager of the her way to her home in Alma, Kas.
deproject
ami
settlement
big Irrigation
W. H. Uearstyne, heavy villain with for the Kcoiiomlst store's millinery
un
Received
Hew Stock
at Klmcndorf in the Klo Grande val- the Peters Paper company, of Den- partment has Just returned from Newrelating a eight weeks' business trip to
ley, was here yesterday on ills way to ver. Is In Albuquerque,
g
she pent tne lime maK-InSanta Fe.
bunch of new stories while (ailing on York,a where
at the
thorough and detailed study of
Flora Candelaria died Tuesday at ilin .lei trade.
typhoid
Oriegos of
her home In
proprietor of the thend of hat fashions for the season.
Welnmann.
Dave
fever, at the age of 0. The funeral Economist, returned last night from a Miss Dlllard visited the largest and
most fashionable wholesale millinery
will be held at 8 this morning from month's visit in California.
an houses In the country in Gotham and OVIt ;M)1)S AM) PRICKS SATIS
was
the the home.
Pedro,
San
of
O'lirlcn,
Albuquerque, New Mexico
C.
First Street Z Marquette Avenue,
Superintendent J. I). Carpenter for arrival from that place last night.
the results of her trip are soon to be
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In
store.
big
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apparent
the
memthe American Lumber company
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ALIj
City,
TIM
W. D. Murray, of Silver
Zuiil mountains, lias returned t Kt- -- ber of the thirty-sevent- h
legislative Mlxs Dlllard mude large purchases for Small brass padlocks
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iw r after a visit in this city on comThe Economist will Medium size steel padlocks
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